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ABSTRACT 
This thesis is concerned with the representation 
theory of continuous groups both compact and non-compact 
and its application to atomic spectroscopy. In Chapter I 
some atomic wavefunctions for equivalent electrons in the 
group scheme su2 x (u2 £+1 � R2 £+1 � R3) are constructed in
terms of electron fermion creation and annihilation 
operators. The concept of semiconjugacy is defined and 
shown to reduce the number of states that must be explicit­
ly calculated. The states of the d shell are calculated 
and tabulated. In Chapter II it is shown how to extract n­
body cfp's associated with arbitrary auxiliary quantum 
numbers from the n-body generalisation of Redmond's formula. 
The method is applied to give explicit formulae for the 
squares of one body cfp's of the atomic d-shell. 
Group theory is applied in Chapter III to extend the 
quasiparticle formalism developed by Armstrong and Judd to 
expose the complete group structure of the eigenfunctions 
of the equivalent electron l shell. A simple method for 
relating quasiparticle states to determinantal states and 
for calculating quasiparticle matrix elements is developed. 
The need for fractional parentage coefficients in calculat­
ing these matrix elements is eliminated. In Chapter IV the 
technique and formalism is extended to describe general 
mixed configurations. 
The hydrogen atom is factorised according to the 
scheme 0(4,2) � 0(2,1) x 0(3) in Chapter V and the radial 
group 0(2,1) studied. k It is shown that r D n , where Da
n+q 
is a dilatation operator, is proportional to a tensor 
operator in this scheme, allowing a group theoretical study 
of the radial matrix element rk, including an explanation
of the Pasternack and Sternheimer selection rule. The 
technique is extended in Chapter VI to solve a differential 
equation directly related to the generalised Kepler 
equation of Infeld and Hull in an 0(2,1) x 0(3) group 
scheme. This equation contains as special cases the 
Schrodinger, Klein-Gordan, and Dirac (two forms) hydrogen 
atoms. A generalised Pasternack and Sternheimer selection 
rule exists and some matrix elements can be evaluated group 
theoretically. 
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This thesis is concerned with the representation theory 
of continuous groups and its application to atomic spectros­
copy. The use of compact groups to label n particle states 
and to simplify the computation of matrix elements was 
pioneered by R acah1 • To successfully use this technique
one requires an extensive knowledge of Kronecker products, 
branching rules, and coupling or Cleb-s.ch-Gordan coefficients 
of the groups one is using . .An extensive literature has 
been built up over the years relating to these topics. 
Access to this literature can be gained through the follow­
ing review papers: 
2"Group Theory and S pectroscopy" by G. R acah ,
"Group Theory in Atomic S pectroscopy" by B.R . Judd3 ,
11 R ecent Progress Toward a Theory of Tensor Operators in the 
Unitary Groups" by J.D. Louck4 , and from the texts of B.R .
Judd5 , 6 "Operator Techniques in Atomic S pectroscopy 11 and
"S econd Quantization and Atomic S pectroscopy 11 and B.G. 
Wybourne7 11 S ymmetry Pri.nciples and Atomic S pectroscopy 11 • 
Very recently non-compact groups have been applied to 
t . 8-10 ( ) a omic spectroscopy , in particular the O 4 ,2 model of
the hydrogen atom due to Barut and Kleinert8 • S o  recent
has been this appearance that to date only the one electron 
problem has been treated. It would seem that the application 
of non-compact groups to the many electron problem is the 
direction in which atomic spectroscopy is heading. 
2 
My thesis is divided into two sections: Section I, 
Theory, Section II, Application. Section I is concerned 
with some aspects of the mechanics of compact representat­
ion theory, in particular fractional parentage coefficients 
(cfp's) - special cases of coupling coefficients. In 
detail in Chapter I I show how to construct fermion wave­
functions for equivalent l electrons with definite unitary 
(U(2l+1)) and rotational (R(2l+1)) symmetry
11
• Special
cases containing also R(3) symmetry are constructed. I 
define the concept of semiconjugacy and show that it 
reduces the number of states that must be explicitly cal­
culated. For d electrons all possible R(3) states are con­
structed. Chapter II contains a refinement to Redmond's 
method for calculating cfp's that enables me to give closed 
(if somewhat complei) formulas for the square of all cfp's 
for d electrons. 
Section II is concerned with the application of con­
tinuous groups, both compact and non-compac� to atomic 
spectroscopy. Chapter III extends a new method of classif­
ying electron wave functions initially developed by 
Armstrong and Judd12, 13• This technique has the advantages
that it provides a rich classificatory scheme (it disting­
uishes all states with the same spin (S) and orbital 
3 
angular momentum (L) quantum numbers up to l = 3, and for 
l > 4 is much more successful than the usual classification 
schemes) and that it allows general operator-matrix­
element evaluation without the use of cfp's. Its disadvan­
tage is that spin and particle number quantum numbers are 
lost. This so called quasiparticle formalism is extended 
to inequivalent electrons14 in Chapter IV.
In Chapter V the non-compact group 0(2, 1) is used to 
examine the radial eigenfunctions of the hydrogen atom . 
Armstrong9 has used this group but his approach does not
fit into an embracing group scheme like the 0(4, 2) model of 
the hydrogen atom due to Barut and Kleinert8 that I use in
this thesis. The use of 0(2, 1) enables one to find a 
selection rule on radial matrix elements discovered by 
Pasternack and S ternheimer1 5 in 1 962. One can then evaluate
matrix elements diagonal in the principle quantum number n 
by use of the Wigner-Eckart theorem. In the final chapter 
of this thesis this technique is extended to a generalised 
Kepler problem allowing me to deal simultaneously with the 
hydrogen atoms of S chrodinger, Klein-Gordan and Dirac (two 
forms). 
S ECTION I 
THEO RY 
C H A P T E R  I 
'l"HE LIBRAftY 
IA'-!IVERSITY OF CANTI;fllUIY 
CHRISTCHURCH, N;lz. 
SECOND QUANTIZED ATOMIC WAVEFUNCTIONS WITH 
DEFINITE UNITARY AND ROTATIONAL SYMM ETRY11 
1 . Introduction 
It has been known for some time15-18 that the bases
for the irreducible representations of the classical groups 
can be constructed in terms of sums of products of boson 
creation and annihilation operators a cting on a suitably 
defined vacuum. The group Un has been extensivelystudied 
using the canonical c hain Un� Un_ 1 � •• •  � u1 as the
solution to the state labelling problem17, 18 • su 3 has also
been investigated by this technique using the scheme 
su 3 � R 3
17, 1 9_
Moshinsky2O has shown that the same analysis can be
repeated using fermion operators. Using this method J. 
Flores et a1. 21 analysed the group u6 in the scheme
u6 � R6 � R5 � R 3 for all representations of u6 of the
form {4a3b2 c 1d }, i. e. for nucleons, while in this chapter,
I identify the fermion creation operator as a single 
electron creation operator with orbital angular momentum 
5 
l and spin of½,  and using the s cheme widely used by atomic
spectros copists for a configuration of equivalent electrons1 , 5
viz . su2 x (u2,+ 1 � R2,+ 1 � R 3) construct some of the basis
states for the representations {2a1 b } , S = ib (S is the
total spin quantum number) of the group su2 x u2,+ 1 in
terms of sums of products of single electron wavefunctions . 
The method used to construct these states is essential­
ly one of projection with the Casimir operator at the R2,+ 1
level , coupled with the demand at the R 3 level that L+ and
S+ on the state be zero (Section 3) . Hence , unless other­
wise stated, every state in this Chapter has ML = L and 
Ms = S = ib. Lower states can of course be derived by
stepping down with L and S . This differs from the tech­
nique of Flores et al .  which demands the raising operators 
of R
2l+1 
on the state be zero and then obtains the R 3 state
by the use of a lowering operator. This method exploits 
the inherent greater simplicity of the atomic wavefunctions 
over nuclear wavefunctions , so that an explicit closed 
formula can be given for the states l {2a1b }[2c1d]1M> where
� is the maximum value of L in the branching rule for the 
[2c1 d ) representation of R
2l + 1  upon being restricted to R 3.
Closed formulae can also be given for some R
2l+1 
represent­
ations for all values of L ,  viz . [o],  [ 1] ,  [ 1 1] and [2]. 
6 
In Section 5 the concept of semiconjugacy is defined, 
which, together with some group theory, allows any state to 
be written down once the state l { 2c1d}[ 2c1d]L> is known.
In Section 6 the preceding theory is illustrated by calcul­
ating and tabulating the wavefunctions for the multiplicity 
free case of the d shell. 
2. Group Generators
Judd5 has shown that the generators of the group u2,+1
are 
= 
while the generators of the group R 2,+1 are




k, q -a q b
q 




Wab = E 
= X - (-1)a+b X 
ab -b-a (I-1) 
where the a 's are single electron creation or annihilation 
operators, with subscripts identifying respectively spin 
and orbital angular momentum projections. These operators 
are just proportional to Moshinsky's2° Cb and Ab respect-a a 
ively, in fact X
ab 
= C� and A�= fWab ·
If I invert the expression for the u
21, +1 generators I
get 
= 
1 I, k J, 
E (-1)1, -a (k ]� ( ) xaba, b -a q b 
by noting that15
�[3/i,(i,+1)(21, +1) ]-t 
I have that the R3 generators, i. e. the components of the
vector�' are given by 
L = 
= 
J, 1 J, 
[1,(1,+1)(2i,+1 1°L(-1)J,-b ( )x b-q
b -b q b -q b 
E tq X 
b b q b-q 
where t% = (-1)J, -b [J,(i,+1)(2i,+1)]t (
i, 1 J,) 
-b q b -q 
(I -2) 
Note that t% = t�-b·
The generators for the group su2, namely s±1 and s0
are given by�= [2l +1 /2 ]i�(1 o) so for instance s+1 in
second quantized form becomes 
If we now define 
= a!a •. a
t 
a 2 1 in 
a somewhat specialized form of Moshinsky 1 s17, 20 V, then it












The condition on the form of the state is found in
this section in order that it transform according to defin­
ite u2,+1, R2 1+1 and R3 symmetry. Clearly
v¼ v-t i l-1 . .  l-a-b +1 l l-1 . . l-a +1 
is the greatest weight state of { 2a1b }, S = lb for
SU2 X U2l+1 since Xµv = 0, µ > V and 
S+1 = 0 while
x .. = k where k = 2, 1 or O if l-a +1 < i < l, 
ll 
l-a-b +1 < i < l-a or i < l-a-b respectively, while s0 = fb
By applic ation of the step dovm operators of u2,+1, namely
X
µv
' µ < v , it can be seen that a state of arbitrary weight
of the representation { 2a1b } of u2,+1 (but of maximum
weight in su2 ) takes the form of a linear combination of 
states like� v-f . To apply the additionalµ1 • • µa + b v 1 • • v a 
constraint that this state IT > transforms according to the 
representation [2c1d ] of R2,+1 we demand that
(I-5) 
where G is the Casimir operator of R2 ,+1 having the eigen­
value g for the representation [2c1d ].
The Casimir operator for R21+1 is
5
which, following Moshinsky20, we write as (from equation
(I-1)) 
1 0 
i. e. G = 2r - 2P (I -6) 
where f = E (-1 ) a+bxabX-a-b' and r is the Casimir operator
a, b 
for u2,+1 • The eigenvalues of r acting on a state that
transforms according to { 2a1 b } can be found by operating r
on the greatest weight state of { 2a1 b } giving
rvi v-i l t-1 •. £-a-b+1 l £-1 . .  J-a+1 
= [(2£+2-a-b )(a+b) + (2l+4-a) a ]ivi v-i � £-1 • . £-a-b+1 £ l-1 • • £ -a+1 
(I-7) 
while the eigenvalues of G for the representation [2c1 d] of
R
2,+1 are found by substitution in the formula
2 L w-(w. +1 +2l-2i) given by Judd5 for the representation 




. The result is 4c(2l+2-c)+2d(21+1 -2c-d ) .
The R
2,+1 condition, equation (I- 5 ) , taken with (I-6) and
QI-7) thus becomes
IT> = [(a+b) (2l+2-a-b) + a(2l+4-a) - 2c(2l+2-c) 
-d (2l+1-2c-d) ]IT>
11 
= PIT> (I-8) 
We examine first then the action of on a general 
mononomial state S = v½ v-f We write f as








(-1) a+bx_b-aXba + XOOXOO
a/j:b
and look at each term in turn. 
1. X-a-axaa + Xaax-a-a · Effective only if both ±a
present in S. Gives an eigenvalue of 2N
a
N-a where N±a is
the number of ±a 's present in S. 
2. X
a-ax-aa + X-aaxa-a· Effective if S contains a
or -�, or both if they are present in opposite spin spaces. 
. f f 2 ! ! 2 Gives an eigenvalue (Na-N-a) + (Na-N-a) where the super-
scripted arrows specify in which spin space we are counting 
1 2  
the ± a ' s. Gives also a term of the form (i. e. other 
orbital angular momentum projection quentum numbers m,, may 
also be present in the state, distributed in an arbitrary 
manner), 2vi v-i if s is of the form vi v-i
..  -a. . . .a. . . .a. . . .-a . .
3. E (-1 ) a+b(X_b-a¾a+X_ba¾-a). Effective only ifb 
b;i± a
S contains both ± a. However, if they are both present in 
the same spin space we have 
= o. 
So a term of the form vi v-i becomes 
. .  a. . . . -a . .
v-i . . . -b ..
4. E X_bo¾o· Effective only if S is of the formb 
b/0 
vi v-i . • 0. • • . 0 •.• S becomes 2 E (-1)
bvi
b 
.. b .. 
b/0 
-i
'v •• -b •• • 
5. x00x00 • Effective if S contains zeros giving an




from 1, 2 and 5, plus terms in which each external a, -a
pair, (i.e. a and -a in different spin spaces) is replaced 
by a sum through an external b, -b pair, for all b ;i a, this 
term being derived from 2, 3 and 4. This term will be 
written as 
&(P ll >0) 2  r r (-1)a+bvf v-i 
each b/a • • b • • • • -b • • 
pair 
(I-10) 
where p ll is the number of external pairs in S and o(P T1 >0)
signifies that this term exists only if there is at least 
one external pair. The first term (I-9) can be further 
simplified for, using the notation that P T (P1) is the
number of internal pairs in the spin up (down) space, while 
T( 1) is the total number of electrons in the spin up





and similarly for spin down. Since t 1 +i1 equals the total
number of electrons, equals 2a+b, we have by (I-11) that 
In all then ((I-10) and (I-12) ) 
fs = (2a+b+2P 11 )s  + & (P t
1 >0) 2  I: I: (-1) a+bv-½ v-i 
each b/a • . b •• • .-b. •
pair 
(I-13) 
Returning now to the R2,+1 condition (I-8) and writing
IT> as 
IT> = I: a
8 
ss 
where S is of the mononomial form as used above and a
8 
are 
unknown coefficients to be determined, we have immediately 
that 
P «s = ( 2 + b + 2P J 1 ) a8 + o (P
t! >O ) 2 I: I: ( -1 ) a+ b a; 8 each b � v-i
pair b/a · . b • • •. -b •
(I-14) 
where the subscript to the P indicates that the pair 
counting is being taken over the state S. If we now form 
the matrix arr ay A of coefficients of a
8 
for all S, which 
will have 2a +b +2P11 as diagonal elements and ±2 as non-
diagonal elements (remembering that 
1 _1 .1
v2 v-2 and v 2 
•. a .. b.. • .-a .. -b.. • .b .. a •.
terms like 
-iV 
. .-b .. -a .. are equal 
so their ±2 coefficient will appear in the same column) 
then the R2,+1 condition (I-14) becomes: - if the eigen­
values of matrix A are equal to p then the corresponding 
eigenstate transforms according to {2a1b }[2c1d] of u2,+1
and R2,+1• We note that several distinct values of p may
satisfy this condition. 
15 
Moreover we see that if S h as n external pairs then 
each term in the above equation (I-14) has n external pairs; 
thus A breaks up into block diagonal form, each block 
associated with a different number of (external) pairs. The 
problem thus reduces to finding the eigenvalues and eigen­
states for each block separately. 
Finally the R3 and s u2 greatest weight condition is
imposed by demanding that L+i= � t% Xq b-q (I-2) and s+1 on
the state be zero, giving a set of simultaneous equations, 
which in the general case will have a set of solutions 
corresponding to the multiplicity of L in the branching 
rule of [2c1d] upon restriction to R3. If at any stage in
the u2l+1 � R2l+1 
� R3 chain one attempts to construct a
st ate forbidden by the corresponding branching rule, one 




condition that the st ate has a definite�
(equal to L in our case) is simply fulfilled by demanding 
that each mononomial of type S in the st ate has the sum of 
its m
l 
quantum numbers equ al to�-
4. Some Generalities
The eigenvalues and eigenvectors for matrix A have
been found for the zero and one pair c ase, together with 
one important solution for the n pair case. Before deriving 
these, we will first examine the u
2,+1 - R21+1 branching
rules. These can be divided into two cl asses5,23,24 '
namely 





b ]1 . a+b < l, - � (I-15a) 
x=O 
Min( a,a+b-j-1) 
2. a+b > l, {2a1 b } - t [ 2a-x1 2 +1-2a-b+2x]
x=O 
(I-15b) 
In all the above cases it is assumed that 
2a+b < 2l+1. St ates with 2a+b > 2l+1 can be found by
utilizing the particle-hole equivalence1,5. p thus t akes
two different forms ((I-1 5a) and the first term in (I-15b))  
the relation between a and b, and c and d being different 
in each case. Upon substitution into the formula for p 
(I-8) we get in each case 
1. p = 4xt +2x(x +2) +2(1-2x)a+(1-2x)b.
2. As for 1. (but not trivially so).





µ1 +µ2 + 0 • µ (-1) m 
m = a-c' where c' and d' are the values of c and d before 
Murnaghan 1 s24 modification rules have been applied, that
is, c' = a-x and d' = b. � 'µ2, • •  J.lm. are summed through all 
permissible values, their ordering being simply to avoid a 
redundancy of states as mentioned in Section 3. If we 
substitute these values for a in matrix A (I-14), we get 
the expression 
µ1-t • . +µ (2a+b +2m) (-1) m 
m µ . + V . µ1 + • • + µ . 1 + V . + µ. 1 + • • + µ + 2 I: I: (-1) 1 1. (-1) 1- 1 1+ m 
i=1 v./µ.l l 
18 
= (I-17) 
By inspection of the values "i can take in the
expression vi v-f we find that q1 . .  qc'+d'µ1 . . µm r1··rc' -µ1 . .  -µm
l: 1 
v./µ. l l 
2.t+1-a -b-c'. 
Hence (I-17) becomes 4ml+4m+2(1-m) a + (1 -2m) b-2mc'. As we 
vary c' through case 1 and 2 (I-1 5) above we find quite 
remarkably that this expression equals the corresponding 
expression for p with m in place of x. Thus the R
2i+1
condition (I-1 4) is satisfied, establishing that Fm (I-16)
transforms according to {2a1b }[2a-m1b] or
{2a1b }[2a-m12i+1 -2a-b+2m] according to the relative sizes
of a, b and m. Clearly Fm reduces to just one term if
m = O, so all non -paired mononomials transform according 
to {2a1b }[2a1b] or {2a1b }[2a121+1-2a-b]. We can find a 
second eigenstate of the submatrix of A associated with 
m = 1 by letting x = O. This gives as a solution the 
single pair identity 
19 
= 0 (I-18) 
In brief then, the submatrix associated with m = O, 
gives as its complete set of solutions mononomials trans­
forming according to the pair of u
2l+1 
and R2£+1 represent­
ations associated with x = O, which we shall shorten to -
transforming as x = 0. The nxn matrix associated with m = 1 
gives a one dimensional solution F1, transforming as x = 1,
and an n -1 dimensional solution (I-18) transforming as 
x = O. Clearly A is symmetric, hence all possible one pair 
solutions have been exhausted. For a general number of 
pairs I have been able to find only a one dimensional 
solution Fm (I-16) , transforming as x = m.
The state l{2a1b }[2c1d)�> where� is the maximum L
in the R2J+1 - R3 bran ching rule for [2
c1d) can now be
written down as 
(I-19) 
where m = a-c ' as before and N is a normalisation constant. 
This is so since the state satisfies the u
2J+1 and R21+1







E t X J. a=c +d-£-1 
a a a-1 m 
N t (µ1> •• >µ. 1>µ. !1 'µ. >µ. 1 µ • •  >µ 1- 1 1 1+ m 
+ E 
µ1> · .>µ. 1>µ. 'µ. -1>µ. 1> · .>µ 1- 1 1 1+ m
N :E E 
i µ1> - . >µi-1>µi ' µi -1>µi+1 >-. >ll:m
t1 -µ. +1
l 
= 0 as required. 
form 
since we note to each mono�omial of the 
v-i with -k<l-c' -d' +1 that is non-. --�=-k • .  
vanishing under S+� there exists a term 




The raising operators Wab' b < a, of R21,+1 when applied to
Jm give of course a null result.
It follows from (I-19) that 
J, 1,-c' 
2 I: i + I: i 
i=i, -c'+1 i=l-c'-d'+1 
= (21,+1-c')c' + l(2J+1-2c'-d') d' 
Since each term inJm has a coefficient of modulus one,
the normalisation can be derived simply by counting the 
number of mononomials inJm. Hence
M l,L,j 
N = I: I: 
µ1 =1 J-1;2=1
where M is the maximum number of different values that l,L,j
(or�) can take, i.e. M = 21,+2-a-b-c'. Now 
�-1 





So N 1 
m-1 
= m'" rr (M+r)• r=O 
= �M+m-1(� m. (M-1) •
22 
t v4 x V1, .t-1 •. .t-c'-d'+1 µ1µ2 .. µ , £ .t-1 .. l-c'+1-µ1-µ2 • •  -µ , a-c a-c 
(I-20) 
To give a general formula for arb itrary L is a very 
much more difficult task. [ O]S and [ 1]£ are special cases 
of:f'm; additionally formulas for [2]L and [11]L have b een
derived. Writing l {11}[ 11]L> as N r �a V!-a a and
applying the L+1 condition, we get a set of simultaneous
equations, namely 
1 � t tL-.t+1 V L-1,/,
1 
f3 t tL-.t+2 V L-£+1 £-1
1 t




f3vt + t, L-.t+1 l-1





which has the solution 
= 0 (a) 
= 0 (b )
(I-21) 
= 0 (b) 
(a)
23 
13a II y=a+1 
(I -22) 
which is understood to be ( -1)
a = (-1) /, if a = I,. Since
the equations aa, bb etc. are equal the summation is 
restricted to f(L+1) < a < t, i.e. 
l{11 }[11]L> 
/, 1 
= N t 13a v
2
L a a a=f(L+1) -
No solution exists if L is even as required by the branch­
ing rule. We get a similar solution for l{2 }[2]L> 
namely 
I {2 } [2]L> = 
I, 
N l: 13 
a=L-J a
with the same 13 as for [11](22) ,  the summation in thisa 
case being unrestricted. Note that 
S +1 I {2 }[2]L> N E ( 13 vt + A vt ) a L-a a �L-a a L-aa 
L so since 13
a 
= (-1) PL -a' this expression vanishes for L
even, as required by the branching rule. 





must evaluate the expression 
1 2 
E � cL-y+1 )
y=a+1 t 1 a y 
(I-23) 









so (I-23) becomes 
I, (.t +L-y+1j (.l-L+y)I: II 





[ t' +aHl-a+1 �]= .l+b .l-b+1 
t' +a� 
! t .l +L-a� !I: 
a Z-a � l-L+a �
(2.l-L� !L! I: (
/+a 









) = Ct) (2J , (I-24)• 2.l-L 
as a consequence of one of the many variants of the 
binomial addition formula. The-½ occurs only in the res­
tricted summation case of (11]. (I-24) implies that 
N = 
so finally 
I {11 } [11]L> == 
and
I {2 }[2]L> == 
[212 L+1)�(2l- L)�1 � (-'1)a
(L!)2(2l+1+ L)! a= i( L+1) 
[(2 L+1)!(2l- L)!1 t (-'1)a 




To find the expansion of a tbree or more particle 
state of general Land greatest weight in su2, in lieu of a
general formula, we must demand that 
== (I-2) 
and s+1 on the state be zero, giving a set of simultaneous
equations, which in the general case will have a set of 
solutions corresponding to the multiplicity of Lin the 
branching rule of [2c1d ] upon restriction to R3 •
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5- Semi conjugacy
In this section it is shown that once the states
J{ 2c1d}[ 2c1d)L> have been calculated explicitly, all other
general states may b e  written down. We start by noting 
that the b ranching rules given in Section 4 imply that a 
general state falls into two classes, namely 
and
We consider now the product state 
l{2c1d}[2c1d)L > l{2x}[O)S>. Since the only unitary represen­
t ation of the form {2a1b } contained in the direct product
{2c1d} x {2x } is {2c+x1d}, the product st ate is proportion­
al to l{2c+x1d}[2c1d)L >, the first of two classes of a
general st ate. Similarly l {2c12'+1-2c-d}[2c1d)L >l {2x }[o)s >
is proportion al to l{2c+x12'+1-2c-d}[2c1d)L >, i. e. the
second class. Since l{2x}[O)S> is known (equals.1,
Section 4) and l{2c1d }[2c1d)L > is assumed known, we now have
the first class of a general state. To find the second
class we have only to find how to form 
For this, the operation of semiconjugacy is introduced
and represented by /l. Associated with a given set A of m
,e
quantum is a complement ary set .1, defined such that
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� U� == {.e , .t-1, . . .  1 , 0, -1 , . . -.t+1, -.t} and--'/)1 == <p the null set,
for example if l = 2 and A= {2, 1} then£ = {0, -1 , -2}.
Semiconjugacy is now defined by its action on a mononomial, 
namely 
where 
½ V I I µ1. • µ2J+1 -m
(I-26) 
where {µ1 .. µ2.e+1-m} is the negative of the complementary
set to {µ1 • • µm}. For instance if ,,f = {2, 1 } and l = 2, 
X = {0, -1, -2} and the negative of this set is {210}. The
phase given in the definition (I-26) of/<., (namely +1 ) holds
only if µ1 . • IJ.m and µ1 .. µ2,+1 -m are ordered after the
fashion µ1 > µ2 > • • > µm and µ1 > µ2 > • . > µ21+1-m. The
operation is equivalent to replacing spin up electrons only, 
with their corresponding holes, hence its name. 
It remains to show that has the desired property 
that� I {2c1d}[2c1 d]L> = 1{2c12'+1 -2c-d}[ 2c1 d]L>, allowing
the right hand state to be written down simply by placing 
a bar over the vi of each mononomial in the expansion of
the left hand state, assumed known. We see firstly that 
each mononomial W v-i . since if q1+q2+ • • +qa+b = Qq1··qa+b r1 ··ra
then the complementary set to q sums to -Q. Moreover 
= •• +
+ • •  
where the first term does not exist if µi_1 = µi+1 while
L # +1 • .. µi µi -k • .
= • • + 1
1 _1 
Ct v2 ) + t 1 v
2 
µi +1 • . µi +1 µi -k. . µi -k+ • . µi� -k+1
+ ••
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Hence the simultaneous equations derived by I<,- trans­
forming the L+1 simultaneous equations for the state
l {2c1d }[2c1d]> are again a set of simultaneous equations
satisfying the L+1 condition.
We consider now the action of on the n-1 dimension-




X=-q. q-q. l l
v-t 
r q. l 
+ cvt v-t)q O r 0 
(-1) x vf v-t q x r-x
The zero term is bracketed, since if ri or qi equals






(-1) x MX 
V"Z. q-x (I-27) 
where the first summation is through qi, such that there
exists a qj = -qi in q, while Mg is the phase required to
order vi . . So if g belongs to position k in vf countingq-� 
from the left, Mg = (-1)
k-a-b_ q is taken as the negative





while .!. means "without", i. e. {2,1,0 } .!. 0 = {21 }. The 
three summations of equation (I-27) above taken together 
are thus an instruction to take each q. from q and place it l 
in the spin down space. We wish now to find the position 
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i of -g in q. To do so we reason that since the number of 
blanks in the sequence l l-1 ... g for the set of quantum 
numbers q + g is both equal to l-g-k+1 and the position of 
-g in q counting from the right, then the position of -g
equals the difference of t:telength of q and the right posit­
ion of g plus one, i.e.






This, however, is just proportional to the general 
type of equation we get if we demand that the states 
� v-½ q1 · · qa+b r1 • . ra satisfy the s+1 condition (c.f. (I-4)).
Conversely, we find that any s+1 equation for the
v½ v-½ states transform under to a single pair q1 · · qa+b r1 · · ra
R2• 1 condition (I-24) for¢" v-t Since can .+ q1 · · qa+b r1 · · ra
clearly be applied in the reverse sense (i. e. from V to V) 
giving the same result we have that the total set of 
equationsrequired to solve for the state l {2c1d }[2c1d)L> is
identical apart from a barred vi to the total set of
equations for 1 {2c1d }[2c1d)L>. Since vi v-iq1 · ·qa+b r1 · · ra
has 2l-1-a-b terms in the spin up space and Ms and ML are
maximum, we have as required
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(I-29) 
Now since a general state is proportional to the 
product of {2c1d}[2c1d]L> or 1 {2c1d }[2c1d]L> with
l {2x }[O]S > it is clear that the proportionality constant is
dependent only on the values of c and d and is thus equal 
to the normalisation of f
x 
divided by the normalisation of 
j {2x}[O)S >, i. e. is equal to
[�
2l+1-2c-d-x) !(21+1j !J i 2l+1 -2c -d )�(2l+1 -x � 
6 . The d-Shell 
It has been shown how to reduce the problem of con­
structing atomic wavefunctions in the u21+1 � R2,+1 � R3 to
finding only the states 1{2c1d }[2c1d)L> . Unfortunately, it
has not been pos sible to find a closed algebraic expression 
for these terms in general (with the exception of a few 
special cases given in Section 4) so they must be found by 
solving the set of simultaneous equations given by the L+1
and s+1 conditions, and applying additionally the single
paired condition (I-18) given in Section 3. Even this may 
not be enough; since in Section 3 only one solution, 
corresponding to one eigenvalue, could be given to the 
multipaired case (I-19) it may happen that some of the 
eigenvalues for two or more pair s are also equal to the p 
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value (I-8) of the stat e in question . .Any at tempt to solve 
for this s tate with only zero and one pair , will give a 
vanishing result . In practis e this serves as a guide to 
finding which stat es are of this type. 
In the d shell the only t erm of this type is 
I { 22} [ 22] S> • The double paired submatrix for this cas e has 
eigenvalues 1 0 ,  5 (four times ) and 2 (five times ) . The 
eigenvalue of 10 being the same as the p value for 
I { 22} [ 0] S> corresponds to the doubly paired solution to 
this state , namely f2 • The eigenvalue of 2 equals the p
value for l {22} [22] S>  and gives an eigenstate spanning a 







1 -2 2 1 
V,z r;--z 'i/ v--z V'?: V-i 'i/,z v-i 
a. 1 1 - a t 1 + a _:i_ - a  _1_ 






This taken with the L+ 1 and s+ 1 equations gives the
expansion of I {22 } [22) S >  as tabulated in Table I. There is
no single paired condition for this state , for if it has 
one pair it has two. 
As an example the equations for the state l {21 }[21 ) D> 
are displayed. R2,+1 equation
0: t t 
- a; 1 
V2 1V:1 V� 
L+ 1 equations
1 t




a 1 v2 
1 
v-i +0 1 
a i + V v-f
1 -1 2 
-t + a i -i - a t -t = 0 oVo V2-1V1 V2 -2V2
t1 0 (X j_ v-t
= 0 v2 2 1 -1 
t1 
a: vi v-t + t
1 
a: t v-t = 0 0 12-1 1 v2 0 0 
t1 1 0 
a vi v-i
+ t2 c\1t v-i
= -1 







Since 1 = A_ the normalised solution to these equations
2 
is 





whi ch allows us, with the exception of L = 0 (it has other
s
+1 equations as well) , to nearly half the number of
unknowns.
The states of the form l{2c1 d }(2c1 d]L> are found 
tabulated in Table I. 
7 . Conclusions 
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In this Chapter the atomic states l { 2a1 b }[2c1d]L> for
maximum ML and Ms and for 2a+b < 2l+1 have been constructed
in the scheme u2,�1 � R2,+1 � R3 • Clearly states with
2a+b > 2l+1 can be derived by using particle hole equival­
ence1,5; in terms of my notation, one would simply place a
bar over both vi and v-i to derive the hole state equivalent
to a given particle state. The form of the states I use 
Vi v-i imply a phase convention, for the state 3 2 1 _2_1 could
equally well be written as v! 
2 1 
v:i_2 (any other permutat­
ion of m, indices is clearly equivalent to one of these two 
states). In general then one cannot expect the phase of any 
cfp' s derived using this basis to agree with that of 
Racah1, or Nielson and Koster25 unless one deliberately
defined the phase of the states to do so. However, one is 
guaranteed a self-consistent set of phases that is all that 
is required practically. Defining semiconjugacy makes it 
necessary to calculate only the states {2c1 d }[2c1 d]L>; for
these states however, no general closed algebraic expression 
could be found, in fact in view of the immense combinatorial 




{ O} [ O] S  
{ 1 } [ 1 ] D  
{ 1 1 } [ 1 1 ] F  
{ 1 1 } [ 1 1 ] P  
{ 2 } [ 2] G
{ 2 }  [ 2] D
{ 21 } [ 21 ] H
{ 21 } [ 21 ] G 
{ 21 } [ 21 ]F 
{21 } [ 21 ] D






r5Cf2v!1 2 - f3v! 1 ) 
vi v-i
2 2 
'f?c12v!v2i - f3viv1i + f2v!v0i) 
vi v-i
2 1 2 
V5 (f3v! 1 v1i - f2 1 o v2i ) 
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1�2 c v! 1 voi - v! ov1i + f61-1 v2
i - 2� ov2·
� c v! 1 v=� - 1 ovoi - tv!_1v1i + �1-2v2
i
- ;vt_1 v2i + '3v� ov1i)
/f; c¾vi ovoi - v� 2vj - ¾v�-1 v1i - ;v�-2v2i
1 i -i ,rz i -i ---2_ i -i + 2y6V2-1 VO - ,3v2 Ov-1 + 2f6V0-1 v2
+ ;v!-2v1i) 
Table I ( contd) 
{ 22 } [ 22 ] 1  vj 1 v2i1
{ 22 } [22 ] G  /:;:, c vj 1 v2!1 + 2vj 0v2i0 + v!_1 v2i1
- 3� vj 1 v1io - 3A_ vi ov2i1
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{ 22 } [ 22 ]F � cv! 1 v1!1 - vj 0v1i0 + 2vj_2v1i2 + v1_1v2!1
- v1 ov2io + 2v! 1 v2!2 - ,'3vj ov2!1 - ,Avi_1 v2
io 
{ 22 } [22 ]n lf1 c vj_1 v1i0 + vj 0v2!2 - };v! 1 v1!2
-'6v1 ov1io + v1 ov2!1 + v!_2v2io - .,Av�_2v2i1
+ v! ov1!1 - V6 v!_1 v2!1 + vi_1 v2
io) 
{ 22 } [22 ]s  Ho C v! 1 v:�_2 - v!_1 v1i O - v!_2 v2i O - ;v�_2 v2!1
+ 5v�_1 v2!2 + Avt ov1!2 + 2'3v!_1 voi1
+ their opposites*
1 i -i 1 vi v-i * e. g. the opposite of - 3v1_2v2_1 is - 3 2_1 1 -2 ·
1 .
C H A P T E R I I 
A REFINEMENT OF REDMOND'S FORMULA APPLIED TO d-SHELL 
COEFFICIE�TS OF FRACTIONAL PARENTAGE 
Introduction 
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in 1954 Redmond26 derived bis formula giving an iterat-
ive relation for one body coefficients of fractional parent­
age (cfp ' s)  for equivalent fermions. Simplified rederivat­
ions have been given by many authors27-29 and the original
formula has been generalized to cover n-body cfp's 
connecting states of general permutational symmetry27 , 29 . 
However, the use of Redmond's (generalized) formula as a 
practical technique for calculating cfp 's is cumbersome, 
except under very special circumstances29 , 30 , for several
reasons : The Redmond states are non-orthogonal and 
essentially un-normalized, in that extra steps are required 
to evaluate normalization constants. Moreover, as has been 
shown by Nutter and Nielson31 , elaborate projection proced­
ures must be followed in order to derive from Redmond cfp 's, 
cfp's oonnected states whose auxiliary quantum numbers are 
fixed from other considerations (in particular whose 
auxiliary quantum numbers are chosen such that the state 
transforms according to representations of certain contin­
uous groups, as is the case in Racah's1 state classification
scheme) . In this report these disadvantages are overcome 
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by showing how to expand the Redmond cfp in terms of cfp's 
of states with arbitrary auxiliary quantum numbers (Section 
2) .
The method is then applied to derive formulae as 
opposed to simply numerical values for the squares of atomic 
d shell one body cfp's (Section 3 ) with the auxiliary 
quantum numbers given by the representations of the group 
R5. Numerical values for these cfp ' s have long been
known22, 25, 27, but attempts to give formulae have met with
only limited success, due to the complexity of the R
5 





group chain32. In Section 4 a short
discussion on two body cfp's is given. Numerical values 
for these have been given by Jucys et a133. 
2. The Expansion of the Redmond State
In this section the generalization of Redmond's
formula for n-body cfp ' s of antisymmetric states is derived
by the method of Horie28 • The resulting Redmond cfp is
then expanded in terms of cfp's of arbitrarily defined 
orthonormal states. 





where the summation is through all n� permutations P of the 
symmetric group Sn and (-1 ) P is the parity of the permutat­
ion . ,,4 C n) acts on an arbitrary n particle state l aJM>
(here a is an auxiliary quantum number, J is the angular 
momentum of the state and M its z projection) and anti­
symmetrizes it . Thus 
l (a) JM> = N _.
(n) J aJM> CIJ-
where N
aJ 
is a normalization constant and the brackets
around a mean that the state is antisymmetrized. 
If the wavefunction l a:'J ' , o:" J" ; JM> is defined as 
l a: 'J ' o:"J" · JM> ' ' L l o:'J'M'> l a:" J"M " > <J'M ' J"M" I JM>
M M ' n-m m ' 
where the subscript to l o:JM >  specifies the number of 
particles associated with that state, then 
(II-1 )
:::: N( a1 J 1 ' a:2J 2; J) .4 
(n) 
I «1 J 1 ' o:2J 2; JM>
(II -2) 
However, by the definition of cfp's we have 
l (o:) JM > = l a: ' J' , a" J" ; JM > <a ' J '  , a"J "  l }(cx:) J >  (II-3)  
a '  J' , a" J"
so assuming that the states l cx: ' J'M'> and l a" J"M " > aren-m m 
orthonormal it follows that 
<a' J '  , a"J "  l }(a) J> = <a' J '  , a" J" ; JM l (a:) JM >  (II-4) 
From ( II-2) and (II-4) therefore
<a:'J' a: " J" l }(a: J a ·J ) · J>' 1 1' 2 2 ' <a: ' J '  , a: "J" ; JMI .4 C
n) I




Rorie now expand s Jn) in terms of antisymmetrizers 
for n1 and n2 particles (n1+n2 = n) to obtain the general­
ized Redmond ' s formula, viz. 
< a: , J , a: 11 J" . JM I in) I a: J a: J . JM>' ' .ct 1 1 '  2 2 '  
p(n2-m+p)= I: (-1) (
m
) (
n-m )1( n 
)I: < (a:' ) J
' 







p n1-P n1 
1 1 2 2 
X <(a: " ) J " {  la:"J"  a;" J" > <J' J' (J' ) J" J" (J")  · JIJ'J" (J  ) J' J" (J ) · J>1 1' 2 2 1 2 1 2 ' 1 1 1 2 2 2 ' 
(II-6 ) 
where the second summation is through the states a:1 J1 , a2J2 ,
a1J1 and a:2J2 containing n1-p, n2-m+p, p and m-p particles,
respectively. The bracket in the middle of the formula is 
a transformation coefficient between the coupling schemes 
of four angular momenta, and is proportional to a 9j symbol. 
The Redmond cfp is thus given in terms of cfp ' s coupling to 
less  than n particles, via ( II-5) and ( II-6) . The normal­
ization constant N(a:1J1, �J2 ; J) is calculated b y  noting





= <a:JM 1 _A (n) I cxJM> (II-7 ) 
so N(o:1J1, o:2J2; J) is found b y  deriving the matrix element
<«1J1, «2J2; JM I A
(n) la:1J1, cx2J2; JM> from ( II-6) . 
To expand the Redmond cfp's in terms of the cfp's of 
the arb itrarily defined orthonormal states l (cx) JM> one 
looks more closely at the action of 
lo:1J1 , o:2J2; JM> . We have
sincej (n) is hermitian
b y  ( II-4) 
on the state 
<a:' J'M ' a:" J"M" · JM I  ; (n) lo: J M a J_M · JM>' ' � 1 1 1 ' 2 z·-2' 
This then taken with ( II-6)  gives an iterative
relation b etween cfp's of the states l(a) JM>. 
(II-8 )  
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x < ( a " ) J" { l a" J "  a:" J" > <J ' J ' (J ' ) J " J" (J" ) · J \ J ' J " (J ) J ' J" ( J  ) · J> 1 1' 2 2 1 2 1 2 ' 1 1 1 2 2 2 ' 
(II -9) 
Innes29 has noted the special case of one body cfp's of 
equivalent electron states classified by the seniority 
scheme5. 
3 . d-Shell One Body cfp ' s
In this section, formula (II-9) is applied to atomic
states of the d shell, specified (completely) according to 
1 the representations of the groups (u5 � R5 � R3) x su2 ,
i.e. the state will be written as ldn (2a1b )LS >  where n is
the particle number, (2a1b ) is an R
5 
representation
greatest weight label, and S and L are the spin (SU
2
) and 
orb ital (R3) quantum numbers respectively (n and S taken
together specify the u5 representation, so this is
suppressed) . 
For this case (II-9) becomes 
t < dn-1a
1
L1 s1 + d l }d






where t = s
1 
+ S' + L
1 
+ L' , [x] = 2x +1 and � is the set of 
quantum numbers aLS. 
To evaluate one-body cfp' s we note firstly that for 
( I I -1 1 )
before modification rules are applied23,24, provided that
the exponents on the right hand side are non-neg ative 
(otherwise the term vanishes). This formula can be easily 
derived using Littlewood' s methods7,23• In electron
. [ a-1 b ] st ates states characterized by 32 1 never occur.
However, if S is the spin associated with the parent state 
[2a1 b ], then the d aughter state can have spin either S +i 
or S-i, which in turn (through the u5 � R5 bPanching rules)
can only be associated with the represent ations [2a1 b+1 ]
and [2 a-1 1 b+1 ] (S +i) or [2a+1 1 b-1 ] or [2 a1 b -1 ] (S -½).
Hence if in (II-10) we put a
1 





left hand side becomes 
















(II- 1 2a ) 




+d l }a?[2a +11 b-1 ) LS
1
-i >2




+d l }dn[2a1 b -1 ) LS
1
-i >2 (II-1 2b ) 
In building up the cfp 's the second terms of (II-1 2 ) 
can be given in terms of cfp 's already known through Racah 
factorization and reciprocity1 •
e. g.
= 
<dn -1 [2a1 b ]S
1
l }dn[2a1 b-1 )S
1 -
i >2 <[2a1 b ]L
1
1 }[2a1b -1 ]L>2
[ L  )D([2a1 b-1 ])
1 <dn -1 [2a1 b )s l }dn[2a1 b -1 ]s -½ >2
[ L]D([2a1b) ) 1 1 





[ L]D([2a1 b ])
<dn -1 [2a1 b ]S
1 









where D(W) is the dimension of the representation W, and 
for [w1w2) of R5 is given by�
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= ( II-14) 
Terms like <dn -1[2a1b )s1 l }d
n[2a1b-1 )s1-t> appearing in
( II-13) can be derived from Racah 1 s
1 factorized cfp's given
in the seniority scheme. In detail (and before modification
rules have been applied to [2a1b ))
<ln -1[2a1b
-1]S-1 l }ln [2a1 b]S>2 = (4l+4-n -2a-2s�&2a+4S+2)S� 2n(2l+2-2a- )(2S+1) 
4l+4-n-2a-2S 2a S+1 
2n 2l+2-2a-2S 2S+1 
( II-15) 
<ln -
1 [2a1 b +1]s+1 l }ln[2a1b]S>2 = (n -2a-2S)(4l+4-2a-4S)(S+1)
� (2n(2l+2-2a -2S)(2S+1) 
As an example the cfp <d2[2)1t ! }d 3 [21)2L> is calcul­
ated. ( II-10) gives 






} � + f<d [1] D l}d [2) L> ( 2L+1) 
0 i i L 2 L
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and all one to two particle cfp's are one. This gives the 
remarkably simple result 
= 
L 2 2 
i - iC 2t+1 ) S_ i - o(L , 2 ) 2L+1 
(L 2 L5 60
The u5 � R5 dependence can now be factorized off by
use of (II-15) and in this manner Table II, giving the 
R5 
� R3 factorized cfp'� can be built up. This table,
taken with (II-15) , reciprocity, and particle-hole 
. 1 1 equiva ence viz .
(-1) z { (4J(����[��[l�
L ' ] }
i
x <J4J+1-n� l }J4l+2-n� , >
where z = L+L'-J-S-S'+a+a ' , accounts for all one body cfp's 
of the d shell. 
< [  1)D I }  [ 11) L> 2
< [1) D I  } [ 2) L>2
< [11)L I  } [11)L>2
TABLE II 





I: 2 L 
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< [11)'.E I } [21) L>2
I; 2 2 
t(1+(2L+1) 5_ l - o(L ,2) 16 (2L+1)
(L 2 LS 
< [ 2)L I }  [21 )L>2
L 2 2 
t{1-(2I:+1) 5 2 - o(L , 2) � (2L+1)
(I; 2 LS 
2 31 2'.E 1 5 L 2 21 < E21J'.E l } E21JL> a¾ - 18c2�+1> c1+ c 2L+1) ,L 2 r;S 
)












� - � - 106(LO) + t6(L2)
[ 
L 2 L
l SL 2 xcJ  (2x+1) { �  � �S - (:r; 2 L) 
Table II (contd) 
< [ 22] L I } [ 22]L> 2
+ 26 5
2 6 Ll 5 6 2 4l 5 6 2 Ll )
{ 2 L t5 t 5  2 t5 
+ 234t� � �5 
+ 6( L , 2 ) ( o (tO) i - 6(L2)-z& - o(t4)�
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+
2L+1( ( -1 )L - 22) + o (L4)(1 6  - §..2. 5
2 4 Ll
50 5 5 34 l 2 4 65
_ 9 + 2L+1  r ( -1 )x{4 2 2} )  - 4 8 4 2 L --g-x=O 
(( 2x+1 ) St � �l _ 5
L 2 xl ) _ 2L:
1 � 
5� 2 xi
(x 2 25 {L 2 t5 x=O {L 2 L5 
2t 1 4 4
! 
L ry 2 2 t] 
+ -i}- r r ( -1 ) +y( 2x+1 ) ( 2y+1 ) 1 � 2 L y x=O y= LL 2 2 x 
- ( -1 )x+y( 2x+1 ) {� � �} ]
y 2 2 
where [: · · : J is a 1 2j symbol of the second kind34 •
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4. Two Body cfp's
For simplicity, the discussion of two body cfp's will
be illustrated by the two to four particle cfp only. The 
analogue to (II-10) is thus 
2 2 L ' i i S ' 
- 4( [L ' ] [L" ] [L ] [L ] [S ' ] [S " ] [s ] [s ] )i 5 2 2 L" i Si i s 1 1 l ]1 2 1 2 lL L LS Cs S S S 
Hence, for example 
1 2 1 2 
(II-16) 
However, the Kronecker products [2a1b]x[11] or
[2a1b]x[2] unlike the one bod y case, introduce more than
one "new" term, so by using (II-16) alone, all the two 
body cfp's cannot be built up. Thus one has the particul­
arly simple result 
(II-17) 
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with , however, two unknown cfp ' s on the left hand side. 
We might hope to overcome this difficulty by building 
up one of the cfp ' s from one body cfp ' s using the well­
known formula 
(II-18) 
where x = S .+ S+ L+ L . 
To use (II-18), however, requires the knowledge of 
non-arbitrary relative phases between one-body cfp ' s , 
which the above derivations have not given. Other forms of 
(II-8) , say 
( [L ' ] [L1 ] [S ' ] [s1 ] )i X 
5L L1 2 t 5s S1 i (
l 2 L I  L 1 1 s (i s I s 11 s
L"  2 2 S"  i i
x �1 L L ' }  1s1 S S ' } 
(II-19 ) 
can partly solve this problem, for by choosing a '  = [11], 
a " = [2], a1 = ( 1] both the left and the right-hand side 
reduce to one term containing only known factors, viz . 
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A formula of type (II-17) now gives [1 1 ]x [ 2] - [21]and 
by use of reciprocity and tables of u
5 � R5 two body cfp
1 s3 5
it is in principle possible to recover the cfp ' s 
[11]x[11] - [22], [2] and [o] .
In general though, there appears to be no systematic
Redmond method for deriving all the two body cfp ' s that 
does not require firstly a resolution of the perennial 
phase problem. 
5. Conclusions
The refinement to Redmond ' s formula can be applied
systematically to the evaluation of one-body d shell cfp ' s 
but the method appears to break down for two body cfp 's 
because of the awkwardness of the two body Kronecker 
product and difficulty with non-arbitrary phases. However, 
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in this case, and in the case of more general electronic 
and nuclear configurations, useful and in many cases pleas­
ingly simple identities (c. f. (II-17) ) can be derived which 
should allow existing techniques that translate from 
Redmon�s formula, such as Nutter and Nielson • s31 projection
method, to be carried out more directly and efficiently. 
SECTION II 
APPLICATIONS 
C H A P T E R  I I I 
QUASIPARTICLE FORMALISM AND ATOMIC SHELL THEORY 
I. EQUIVALENT ELECTRONs1 3
1 . Introduction 
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The theory of continuous groups has been used exten­
sively both to classify eigenfunctions and interactions1 -3 , 5. 
The orthonormal set of antisymmetrized eigenfunctions 
associated with an equivalent electron lN span the {1 N }
representation of the unitary group u
4l+2. The members of
the set of eigenfunctions may be classified by considering 
their transformation properties under the operations of the 
various subgroups of u41+2 • The chain of groups
(III-1 ) 
may be used to completely distinguish the eigenfunctions in 
the d -shells (l=2) . If the exceptional Lie group G2 is em­
bed.ded in R7 an almost complete classification of the
eigenfunctions of the f-shell is possible1 • For higher
5 5  
values of l the above classification scheme rapidly proves 
to give an inadequate number of classificating symbols to 
distinguish eigenfunctions associated with the same SL 
quantum numbers. Thus in the t1 3 configuration no
distinction is possible among the 30 598 
14E states.
The chain of groups given in Eq. (III -1 ) sheds little 
light on relationships between the properties of configur­
ations involving different numbers of electrons. This has 
led Judd3 to consider the various subgroups of the group 
U 41+2 which comprises the group of all unitary il:'ansformat-2 4l+2 ions among the 2 multielectron states of the l-shell.
He has shown that the chain of groups given in Eq. (III-1 )
may be replaced by the chain 
u
24l+2 
- R8l+ 5 - R8l+4 - SU� X (Sp4l+2 - su2 X [ R2l+1 - R3
]).
(III-2) 
This chain of groups provides no additional classificatory 
symbols but does, through the introduction of the quasi­
spin group SU�, display the N -dependence of the multi­
electron states in a transparent manner. 
The eigenfunctions of the l-shell all transform 
according to the {1 } representation of u
24
,+2 which under
restriction to the subgroup R
Bl + 5 goes down irreducibly
into the basic spin representation 6 = [ (i) 41+2 ] of R81+ 5.
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To obtain further classificatory symbols it is necessary to 
explore the subgroups of R81 +5 that are alternatives to
those of Eq. (III-2) . 
Judd 3 6 has shown that a much richer clas sification
scheme is obtained decomposing the representation {1 N } of
u41+2 under the chain of groups
RT x Rl R 
3 3 - 3 (
III-3 ) 
where the orbitally antisymmetrized eigenfunctions as soc­
iated with electrons having their spins "up"  (ms = +i) 
transform under u1.t+1 and those with their spin " down"
(ms = -i) transform under utl+1 . This chain of groups
gives a complete classification of the eigenfunctions of 
the configurations lN up to t =  3 and for l )  4 proves much
more successful in distinguishing states with the same SL 
quantum numbers than that of Eq. (III-1) though is of 
course no more successful in distinguishing the 30598 14E
states of t1 3.
These group structures have all been studied 3, 36 by
representing the Lie algebras in terms of the annihilation 
and creation operator s of the method of second-quantizat­
ion6. Armstrong and Judd 37 have recently showed that it is
po ssible to develop an alternative clas sification scheme of 
the .t-shell by considering the properties of the basic 
tensor operators 
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,_ (.t) 1 [ 
+ ( -1) .t-qai ]
= l2 aiq +q -q 
(III-4) 
( .t )  µ q
= 













+ (-1 ) .l-qa_1_q ]V2 - q
f2 [a+i - (-1) £-qa i ]- q - -q 
where the subscripts to the annihilation and creation 
operators a and a+ specify ms and ml for an electron .
Their results lead to the conclusion that the states of 
the l-shell can be classified according to the scheme 
(III-5) 
and its subgroups . There is no basic difficulty in extend­
ing their method to mixed configurations , see Chapter IV. 
In this chapter I propose to demonstrate that the 
group structure suggested by Armstrong and Judd may be em­
bedded in the group R
S.t +5 in a natural manner which sheds
considerable light on representation of atomic shells in 
the quasiparticle methods familiar in nuclear and super­
conductivity physics38• After careful consideration of
the defining of the vacuum states appropriate to the 
quasiparticle operators a method for expanding the quasi­
particle states in terms of the familiar determinantal 
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states is outlined. Finally, a method for calculating 
quasi-particle matrix elements is developed. The need for 
fractional parentage coefficients in calculating these 
matrix elements is entirely eliminated. 
2. The Basic Group Structure
Armstrong and Judd37 derived the group structure of
Eq. (III-5) by showing that the coupled products, 





(2l+1) , Rv(2l+1) and Rt
(21+1)  respectively. In
this section I show that the group scheme of Armstrong and 
Judd is part of a larger structure of the form 
(III-6) 
where as before the arrow t is associated with eigenfunct­
ions with ms = +i and the arrow 1 with those associated
with ms = -½. The individual spin spaces may be further
reduced by examining the subgroups of the R2,+1 groups,





Equations ( III-4) can be re-expressed as 
1 (;. (J, ) + µ
(
!
) ) ;= f2 q 




1 c _1) -qc A C t) _ 
c e)
f2- q µ q 
( III-8 )
1 c -1) .t -qc c
,) _� c, ) ) i(2 V q q 
Judd 3 has shown that for the .t-shell the 8.t+4 annihilation









their (4,t +2) (8.t+3) distinct non-zero anticommutators close 
on the commutation algebra of the group R
S
.t+5 and thus the
construction of the group R8, +5 from the operators of Eq.
( III-8 ) is self -evident o 
Furthermore, the coupled products i(A(.t) A(i,) ) (k) andq 
-i (µ
(,t) µ
(l) ) (�) wi�h k odd, together with the linear
combinations i ( Aµ)
( k ) - (-1 )
ki( µA )
( k ) for all k even or
q q 
odd have the same commutation relations as those of the 
tensor operators v ( k ) ( .t , , .t, ) and v ( k) ( i, , l ) with k odd andq A A q µ µ -
v ( kq
) c, , , l ) + ( -1)
k v ( k ) c, , 1, , )  with k even or odd and thus
A µ q µ A -- --
f Orm the generators of the group39 R
2 (
.t +£ +1) , i. e .A µ 
R
4l+2. 
Since the annihilation and creation operators used
in eonstructing this group are all associated with ms = +i 
T we designate this group as R41+2. The generators of the
corresponding group R!
l+2 can likewise be readily
constructed from the annihilation and creation operators 
with m
8 
= -i . To develop the group structure further we 
must consider the group representations that arise in the 
classification of the multi-electron eigenfunctions . 
3. The Basic Spin Representations
Having established the existence of the group chain
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f 4, R81+ 5 - R4,+2 x R41+2 we show that the basic spin represen-
tation2 3, 40 A of R81+ 5, under restriction, decomposes into
the conjugate spin representations A
1 
= [i . . .  t] ,
A
2 





is to be associated with an even number of quasi­
particles and A
2 
with an odd number . 
To establish the above result we first consider the 
T group R4,+2 and introduce the quasiparticle annihilation
and creation operators 
= 
= 
= c -1) 1-q C e )µ -q  
== 1 ( + f2 aiq ( -1 ) .t-q a1 )�-q 
( l)µ q 
61 
( III-10 )  
all of which have q > O. We then use these operators to
define a normalized quasiparticle vacuum state I �> which is 
related to the normal particle vacuum state I O> b y  
1 0> == ( III-1 1 ) 
The ab ove definition of the vacuum state has the necessary 
property that f3 (!) I O> == 0 for all the quasiparticle
annihilation operators. 
By using a natural extension of Judd 1 s5 operators
v µ  
we find that Weyl's commuting operators41 for the group
t R41+2 are, in terms of the quasiparticle operators
== 
(III-1 2 ) 
where for convenience we now drop the quantum numb er l of 
the electrons. HA q gives eigenvalues +i or -i according to
whether or not f3+ q is, or is not, conta;j_ned in the quasi-




l o >  while Hµ givesq 
eigenvalues -i or +i if 'Y+ q is, or is not , in the state.
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Our definition of the quasiparticle vacuum makes it legit­
imate to include �o o� lo in the quasiparticle state, im­
plying that if the state contains both �o and 10 , or
neither of these, H�µ gives eigenvalues of t (-1) ', while if
the state contains only one of these the eigenvalues 
become -t(-1) 1 •
t The operators of R41 +2, being coupled products of the
A's and µ's connect only states differing by two quasi­
particles (or two ordinary particles) or none. It follows 
that if a state contains an even number of quasiparticles 
(including either �o or r0) it transforms according to the
representation 6
1 
= [t . . .  t] of R4,+2, and if an odd
number, according to the conjugate representation 
62 = [t . . .  -t] .  We note that our quasiparticle vacuum is
proportional to 
i. e. contains an even number of real particles, and con­
sequently if the quasiparticle number is even (odd) ,  then
the real particle number is even (odd) .
Under the restriction R4,+2 - RA(2t+1) x R µ
(2l+1) both
61 and A2 decompose irreducibly into the product 




are the basic spin 
representations of the R2,+1 rotation group. Similarly ,
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under restriction of Ri,+2 61 and 62 decompose irreducib ly
into the product representation 8! x 6� of
R1( 2J+1) x R� ( 2l+1) . The coupled product t ( A( l ) A ( l ) ) (
1)
V � q 
supplies the generators of the group Rf (3) which is a sub -





( �) gives the
generators of R1 (3) . Thus we may write the complete group
µ 
structure for describ ing the transformation of the J-shell 
eigenfunctions in terms of the chain of groups 
x ( R
v
( 3 ) X R
t
(%) ) 1 - Rr�(
3 ) X R�� (3) - R (3) - R(2)
(III-13) 
If under the restriction R2,+1 - R3 the b asic spin
representation 6 decomposes into the representations of R
3
without repetitions then the chain of groups given in Eq. 
(III-13) will give a complete set of classificatory symb ols 
to uniquely lab el all the eigenfunctions of the J-shell . 
Methods of determining these b ranching rules have b een dis­
cussed b y  Butler and Wyb ourne40 • As noted b y  Armstrong and
Judd, the classification is indeed unique for l < 8. It is
interesting to note that even in the t-shell (l = 14) no 
representation of R3 occurs more than 15 times in the
decomposition of the basic spin representation under 
R29 .. R3.
It is evident from the nature of the chain of groups 
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given in Eq . (III-1 3) that eigenfunctions constructed with 
these transformation properties will be characterized by 
well-defined L and ML quantum numbers but will generally
not correspond to a definite number of particles N or have 
accessible S and Ms quantum number s. In trivial cases some
identification may still be pos sible as may be seen when the 
quasiparticle states appropriate to the d-shell are 
expanded as linear combinations of determinantal states. 
4. Quasiparticle and Determinantal States
The quasiparticle scheme is unlikely to be of calcul­
ational value if the quasiparticle states have to be first 
expanded as the linear combinations of the usual determin­
antal states. Rather we would like to calculate directly 
in the quasiparticle scheme. Nevertheless, it is useful in 
some applications to be able to make the transformation 
from quasiparticle states to determinantal states. 
Consider the segment 
of the group chain described by Eq. (III-1 -3). Suppose 
under the restriction R
2l+1 .. R3 
we have
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where g .  is the number of times the (j ] representation of 
J E 
£ 
R (3) arises in the decomposition, then the same branching 
£ 
rule holds for both R� (2l+1)  and R:( 2l+1). Thus the 
problem of forming eigenfunctions where every electron in 
the l-shell has m = +i reduces to constructing eigen-s 
functions l j Aj ; LA ML >
l for pseudo two-particle configur­









will either be both half-
integral or integral angular momentum. 
For example, for the g-shell we find under R9 - R3
� - d+h and hence the LML states associated with all
ms = +t will be the same as those arising in the three













We now wish to develop a systematic method for expand-






> l as a
linear combination of determinantal states. To do this we 
first construct a set of angular momentum ladder operators 
in the spaces of R A(3) and Rµ
(3) in terms of the quasi­
particle annihilation and creation operators. These 
operators LA and Lµ must clearly be simply proportional to 
q q 
the coupled products ( A( £ ) A(l) )
( 1 ) and ( µ
( £) µ








= (III -1 5a) 
and 
= - I: qHµ
q<O q
= (III-1 5b)  
The form of L
0 
shows that the quasiparticle vacuum state is 
the state having the highest j
A 
or 
highest m .  in the R�(3) and R (3)





J � µ 
obtaining rhese results we have required that the quasipart-
icle vacuum state l cr>A in the A space and l cr>µ 
in the µ
space may be coupled to yield the vacuum state 
1 cr>A I O>µ 
= 10>  defined e�rlier for the Rl
l+2 
space. As a
a result, we have, to within an inconsequential phase, 
and 
1 0> = 2' 1
4 




Having constructed the angular momentum ladder operat­
ors it becomes a trivial matter to construct the angular 




> and l jµmµ
> for highest j
A 
and jµ
appropriate to the R
A
(3) and Rµ(3) spaces in terms of an
even number of quasiparticles (remembering to count a �o or 
a r
0 
if it occurs). 
The angular momentum states for values of jk < j
A 
or 
jµ may be constructed by requiring that the states
- m . ,  >
J A




and l j ' m . , > be orthogonal to the states 
µ J µ
and l j m . , > respectively and to any other states 
µ J µ
same -m . ,  or m . , , i. e. we construct an ortho-
J A J µ 
The states involving an odd number of quasiparticles 
in either space may be built up by applying the ladder 
operators to f2 �o l O > and f2 Yo l o>µ 
instead of to J o>A
and J o >µ. In each case the normalization is chosen so that
<j-j jj-j >A and 
<jj l jj >µ are equal to 2
- l/2.
As an example, consider the case of the d-shell where 
for R 5 - R3 we have [-H-
] - [;]. The proportionality
constant required to recover the ladder operators is v10 




( III-1 6b) 
As a consequence for n
A 
even ( where n
A 
is the number of 
quasiparticles in the A space) . 
(III -1 7a) 
and 
while for nµ even in the µ space
(III-1 7b)  
Having constructed the states given in Eq . (III-1 7) we 
may perform a vector coupling to produce states character­
ized by the orbital qu�ntum numbers L and ML . For an even












(2j ) ! (j -m ) �Jt 
� u. µ j +m )! µ µ 
I j
'\ 
m .  , j -m . >




If N is even and n'\ and n are both even or odd then apart-- A µ 
from an inconsequential phase 
I j '\ -m . , j m . >
I\. J A µ J µ
while if N is odd and n'\ and n are of opposite parity - A. µ 
Using the above results for the particular case of the 
d-shell gives 
l -ti1 (�)A(�) µF3 >  =
and 
I A2(�)A(�) µF2 > =
= 
while 
I A2(�)A(�) p.D2 > t =
= 
13� 13; rch = 
+ 
+ 1  a1a2 O >
2( 13; 130 - r� r0 13� 13;) 130 ITI >
+ + + I a1a2a_1 0 >
2( 13; 130 + r� r0 13� 13;) 130 ITI >
-a; IO >,
where the creation operators a+ are all associated withq 
ms = +-½.
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spin-down space proceeds in exactly the same manner except 
that the creation operators a+ are now all associated withq 
ms = --½. The states constructed for the spin-up and spin-
down spaces may be coupled by the usual vector-coupling 
method to give the final l-shell eigenfunctions 
= I: <ML ML I LML>
ML ,ML Aµ v� 
Afi v� 
j ( j A� )LA ML . >
T j(j  j r:)L r:� >
1 .
µ µ Aµ v � v �  v �  
(III-20) 
These resultant eigenfunctions will not in general corres­
pond to a definite number of particles but will however 
involve either even or odd numbers of particles. 
It should be apparent from the preceding discussion 
that no significant complications arise when treating 








occur more than once in the decomposition of the 
basic spin representation of R
2l+1 
to the group R3 •
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5 . Calculation of Matrix Elements 
Any interaction may be expanded in terms of sums of 
products of tensor operators5. In the case of equivalent 
electron configurations J
N the interactions may be
expressed in terms of sums of products of the double tensor 
operators w C Kk ) where-
and 
<st l l w ( Kk ) I l s' l' >
1 
[ ( 2K+1 ) ( 2k +1 ) ]2o( s,s' ) &(tl' ) .
Judd6 has shown that the double tensors wC Kk ) may be� 
related to coupled products of the usual annihilation and 
creation operators, vi z . , 
(III-21) 
The annihilation and creation operators in Eq. (III-21) may 
be re-expressed in terms of the quasiparticle annihilation 
and creation operators using Eq. (III-8) and then de­
coupled to expose their spin dependence giving for k odd 
= 
and for k even 
wC Kk ) = 
,tq 
-t[< st sf lK� >{ ( µv) (
k )
q 
( A�) (k )
q 
+ <s-t sf lK� > {(�v)(k) q - (v�)
(k)
q 






+ o ( k, 0) ( 2.t+1)t }
+ o ( k, 0) ( 2.e+1)t }
+ o ( k, 0) ( 2.t+1) t }
(k ) ( vµ) 
(k ) + o(k, 0 ) (2.t+1) t }]- <s-t s-f lK� > {(�A) -q q 
( III-22b )
All one-particle interactions can b e  expressed in 
terms of the quasiparticle operator s of Eqs ( III-22a ) and 
(III-22b ) and the relevant matrix elements evaluated in the 





jvj� with states as defined in Eq . ( III-20 ) .




For scalar interactions where K = k = K = Q = 0 Eq. 
(III-23) reduces to 
= wCKk) .wC Kk) ...., ...., [
( 2K+1) 2(2k+1)2�w(oo) 






and k1 = k2 and we drop the subscripts.
Having expressed the one- and two-particle interact­
ions in terms of quasiparticle operators the matrix 
elements may be directly evaluated using the standard 
methods of tensor operators and angular momentum recoupling5
and thus entirely eliminating the need for the fractional 
parentage coefficients that arise in the trad itional eval­
uation of matrix elements . 
The use of tensor operator methods requires the eval­
uation of the reduced matrix elements of the quasiparticle 
operators between quasiparticle states. The reduced matrix 
elements of the quasiparticle operators will be zero 
between states containing the same number of quasiparticles. 
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The reduced number of matrix elements may be generally 
evaluated by expanding a particular component of the 
operator, say A ( £ ), together with the states of the bra and 
0 
ket in terms of ordinary annihilation and creation 
operators remembering that the states are orthogonal, 
though not usually orthonormal. For the particular case of 
maximum j = jM in the space under consideration a simple
formula can be found, viz., 





[(2jM- £) !(2jM +£+1) ! /2]f± (2jM)!
(III-25) 
where the + sign is taken if A is A or v and the - sign if 
A is µ or � - For example, we may readily deduce from Eq. 
(III-25) that 
(III-26) 
The matrix elements of the Coulomb repul.sion may be 
readily calculated in· the quasiparticle scheme by first 
noting that for equivalent electron configurations lN we
have5
2 
I: e = e r . . i>j l J







c, 1 1 c C
k ) I 1 .t ) 2 I: 2k+'I" i/j (
w � ok ) _ w \ ok ) )-1 -J 
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= w C ok ). w C ok )...... ...... 
(2k +1) wo o  j_ '
(4.t +2 ) 2 ...... 
(III-27 )
and then ex.pressing the matrix elements of wC ok ) in terms,.._, 
of the quasiparticle operators via Eq. (III-22b ). 
The scalar operator wC oo ) is proportional t o the
0 0  
number operator6 I:a+a and for the d-shell in the "spin-up"
't" 't" 
space will have eigenvalues N/(4.t +2 ) 2 where N is the number 
of particles since in this case every state corresponds to
a definite number of particles. For more general cases 
the eigenvalues of w C o o ) will reflect the mixing of 
0 0  
particle numbers in the quasiparticle state. This some-
times leads to · a simple method for expanding the pseudo­
particle states as linear combinations of the usual 
N j .e  SLM
8
ML> states to within a phase.
As an example of the above, consider the states of the 
f-shell in the spin-up space. The states may be construct­
ed in terms of pseudo-particles having 3 and O units of
1;Pgular momentum since under R7 - R3 we have 6 -
[3 ] + [O ].
Evaluation of the matrix element of wC �� ) for the S-states 
for an even number of f-electrons proceeds in the 
pseudo-particle scheme as follows: 
<61 ( 3) A ( 3) µ ; so 1wC �� ) l 61 ( 3) A( 3) µ ; SO> 
= f2 <A1( 3) A ( 3) µ ; SO l ( µA) ( � ) I A1 ( 3) A ( 3) µ ; SO> + i�
= f2 <A1 ( 3) A( 3) µ ; S I l ( µA) ( o ) I I A1( 3) A ( 3) µ ; S> + �
= vk ig g gi <A1 ( 3 ) µ 1 l µ( 3 ) I I A2( 3 ) µ> <A2 ( 3 ) A I  I A ( 3 ) I I A1 ( 3 ) A>
+ �
= � ,
and since we must necessarily have 
= 0 ML = O >  
we find a2 = i and b2 = i • Similarly , for an odd number
of f-electrons , 
3 4 3 a l f s Ms = 2 ML = 0>
where again a2 = i and b2 = i - The above states will be
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orthogonal to the states I A1 ( o ) A(O)µ ;




To summarize, the matrix elements of any interaction 
may be calculated in the quasiparticle formalism by follow-
ing the steps , (1 ) 
of products of the 
Express the interaction 
tensor operators w ( Kk ) ;
in terms of 
(2) Express




products of the coupled products of the quasiparticle 
operators (1.L!)(k) etc. ; (3) Calculate the matrix elements





jv j� evaluating the reduced
matrix elements as required. 
6. Conclusions
The establishment of the complete group chain in Eq.
(III-1 3) sheds further light on the role of the quasi­
particle formalism in atomic shell theory. The principal 
disadvantage of the quasiparticle scheme would seem to be 
the abandonment of the spin quantum numbers SM
8 
and the 
formation of eigenfunctions involving an indefinite number 
of particles. 
The shortcomings of the quasiparticle formalism are 
partially compensated by the establishment of a remarkably 
rich classification scheme. Furthermore, the calculation 
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of matrix elements in the quasiparticle scheme requires 
little more than a knowledge of the theory of angular mom­
entum recoupling coefficients and if combined with the 
powerful diagrammatic methods of Jucys et a1 . 34 becomes a
trivial problem readily amenable to machine calculation 
without recourse to the usual coefficients of fractional 
parentage. 
1 • 
C H A P T E R I V 
QUASIPARTICLE FORMALISM AND ATOMIC SHELL THEORY 
II. MIXED CONFIGURATIONs1 4
Introduction 
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To date, the application of quasi-particle method s to 
mixed configurations has been treated by only one author , 
Feneuille43, who considered the case of (s+d)N. In this
� �  
chapter I extend the �ethod s and formalism of i to general 
mixed configurations. The relevant group structure 
becomes . 
(IV-1 ) 
where p = t(2J . +1) and the summation is taken over all. l 
orbitals characterizing the mixed configurations under 
study. Suitable linear combinations of fermion quasi­










of R as p is  odd or even. This linear combination allows 
us to find the decomposition of the vector representation 
{1 } of U under the group structure of Eq. (IV-1 ) and 
22P 
also to separate in a natural manner certain 
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multiplicities that arise at the R3 level if three or more
orbitals are under consideration. Fin�lly, the !(Kk)(£l' )
tensor operators are expressed in the quasiparticle scheme 
and their matrix elements , which are shown to be genErally 
both real and imaginary, are evaluated and as in the last 
Chapter, without the necessity of fractional parentage 
coefficients . 
2. The Group Structure
In this section we establish the group structure
specified in Eq. (IV-1). 
quasiparticle operators, 
This is achieved by forming 
( £) t . E (II 4)A e c., as in q. I-
q 
where now the £ quantum number can range over all the 
orbitals of the mixed configuration under consideration. 
The first two groups of the chain (U 2 - R4p+1
) exist as
2 p 
a result of a self-evident extension of the results of 
Judd3 and Feneuille44 on the ordinary creation and annihil­
ation operators which may easily be retrieved from 
...1_ ( �(J, ) + (1, ) ) t ( f E III 8) '(2 I\. q µ q e C • C • • q • - •
To prove the existence of the lower groups we must 
J, . J, . (K) consider coupled products of the form i(A 1B J) Q where
A and B are one of A, µ, �, v. We note that if A =  B and 
t .  = t . this coupled product exists only for od d k andl J 
k = O. These coupled products satisfy the commutation






is +1 if X = Y = A or �, or -1 if X = Y = µ or v. 
If we now consider the operators like 
where a = 2 if A = A or �' or a = +1 if A = µ or v and
similarly between b and B, we find the following commutat­
ion relation. (Note that ( -1) (a+b) /2 can be imaginary).
( ) / 
J /, ( K ) I, -I, +K I, I, ( K ) 
( -1) c+d 2 {t ( C  3D 4) 2 _ ( -1) C D t( D 4c 3) 2 }]
Q2 Q2 
K +K K K K 
X (0C J,2l3) &( BC) ( -1) 
1 2 1 1
 2 3}
J,4 '1 1,2 
( -1 ) ( a+d
















This is, however, precisely the commutation relation of 
the 
vCk) c /, /, ) 
q 1' 2 
= vCk) c 1, 1, )q 1' 2 
I, _ J,  tk 
(-1) 1 2 vCk) c .e 1, )q 2' 1 
operators of Butler and Wybourne45. Moreover, they have
shown that the set of operators v(k) (.t . , .t. )  with oddq 1. 1. -
allowed k and v(k) (J, . , J, . ) for all /, . , l . (i<j) of a givenq 1. J 1. J 
configuration with all allowed k form the infinitesimal 
operators for the group RP. Hence the set of operators
form the infinitesimal operators for the group R! (taking 
K Q£Q if l
i 
= lj) , while this set, together with
b £ . £ . (K) l - -l . +K £ . £ . (K) (-1) {i(B 1B J) Q 
(-1) 1 J i(B JB 1 ) Q } c , . < l . )l J 
where B is the other of the pair (A, µ) or C ,, v) , and 
( b) /2 £ .  £ . (K) £
. -£ . +K l - l · (K) (-1) a+ {i(A 1B J) - (-1) 1 J (B JA 1 ) }Q Q 
form the infinitesimal operators of Rt if the pair is2p 
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We note that this con-
struction of R 
p 
differs from Feneuille ' s treatment43 for he
constructs this group in the two orbital case essentially 
J1 £1 (K) £2 £2 (K) from the coupled products (A l ) Q
, (µ µ ) Q 
and
£1 £2 (K) 
CA µ ) Q . 
The R3 part of the group chain follows
immediately by limiting the tensor ranks to one and zero. 
3. The Weyl Selfcommuting Operators
At this stage we define quasiparticle creation and
annihilation operators of the same form as in the last 
chapter, viz : 
= ,�2 (a:1 + (-1)
J-qa_._i_ )' :::!:"2q ::::!:2-q 
= 
or 
( £ )A q 
or �( £)
q 




±fq = V2 - -q 
or -(-1) .t-qv (.t)-q 




±tq = f2 (a�tq - (-1 ) .t-q�-q)
(.t) or ( .e) -
µ q V q '
all with q > 0. In analogy with the last chapter, the 
quasiparticle vacuum becomes 
N II II 
/, q>O 
I O>
where N is a normalization constant suitably chosen such 
that <5 15> = 1. This definition of the vacuum satisfies 
r/ ' 1 0 )  = 0 for all 1, and q as required. q 
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In order to find the representation by which a quasi-
particle state transforms we must first form the Weyl 
41 commuting operators , hereafter referred to as the H
operators , for the groups R2 p 
and R
P. 
Let us designate a
configuration by (.t1 + J2 + • . .  + J2n)
N for an even number
of orbitals, or by (.t
1 
+ .t2 + • . • + ,2n+1) for an odd
number of orbitals, where J . and /, . may be identical if they l J 
are associated with different principal quantum numbers . 
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Butler and Wybourne45 have shown, in terms of this notation,
I, . J, . 
that if W 1 J is defined asab 
I, . J, . 
w 1 Jab 
l . -a .1 (I . k .e .
)= r c -1) i [ k F i J 
k ,  q -a q b
(IV-4) 
J, . I,
then the operators required for R are of the forms W 1 1
p a a 
for all t
i 
characla"izing the configuration with all permiss-
ible a, and 
(-1 ) 
where i runs from 1 to n. 




J +l +1X y 
(-1 ) 2 
while for Rµp
= 
l +3l +1X y 
-½( -1 ) 2 
= 
and 
I, + J  +1 
X y J J 
( -1 ) 2 W X y0 0
1, +3J  +1 
X y ( l  ) ( .C  ) 
-½ ( -1 ) 2 [ µo x ' µo y ]
where x = 2i-1 and y = 2i in each case. 
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The H operators for the group RJ
P 
are identical to 
those for R h and R µ except for the case of an odd number of
p p 
orbitals when we must add the operator 
H)..µ = -1 [ / l) ( .l ) ] � 
0 ' µ 0 
where J, = J2n+1, i.e. I, is the single arbitrarily chosen
unpaired orbital of the configuration. It now remains to 
find the eigenfunctions of the H operators. 
4. Representations
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A general eigenfunction for the H operators of R� takes
the form 
N {. • • •  } 
1 -.t  
X 
. �  [( c -1 )-2 
i=1 
( l ) _Jf_ ( l ) � X ± ( -1 )  2 � y )
0 X 0 
{ . . . .  }
n 
X. 
1t M+ + 
i=1 -X ,-Y
( IV-5)  
where { • •.. } denotes an arbitrary product of � quasi­
particle creation operators with non-zero subscripts apart 
l 
from possibly � 2n +1 if the number of orbitals is odd (see
0 
Chapter III ) , i is defined as in Section 3 ,  i.e. the 
product is being taken over pairs of orbitals , and the 
subscript to the ± signs means that signs with different 
subscripts are independent, as before N is a suitable 
normalizing constant and l o> is the vacuum for the RX.p 
group and is 
oc 1t 1t 
I, q>o 
�C l) l o > .q 
The operation of w 1 1  on the eigenfunctions of Eq.aa 
( IV-5)  yields eigenvalues of +i or -i depending on
whether � ( l ) + is or is not present in { • • • • } (see Chapter
0 
III), while operating with 
I, +.t +1X y 
( -1 ) 2 
J, I, 
w x y0 0 
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gives eigenvalues ±xi o  The corresponding eigenfunction for
Rµ is 
p 
N { • • • •  } 
1 -.t J, 
n 
[ 
X (.t ) J. (£ )
1t ( ( -1 )-2- 'Y X ± ( _1) 2 'Y y ) i=1  0 X . 0 
1 -.l +l 
X y (£ )  (£ ) 2 f2 'Yo 
X Yo 
y )] l o> 
{ . . . .  }
n 
1t M! + 
i=1 -X , -Y 
(IV-6) 
/,I, where now W yields eigenvalues -i or +i dependong onaa 
whether y�£)+ is or is not present ih { • •. • }, while
( -1 )
gives eigenvalues 
J, +.l +1 
X y 
2 
I, + £ 
± (-1) X y t .
X 
It would appear that the quasiparticle states do indeed 
form a basis for a spin representation. However, if p is 







with n defined as in Section 3 ,  while the dimension of the 
conjugate spin representations of R for peven is p 
2n
E l . +n-1 
1 
2 i











E £ . +2n 
i 1 
(for p odd), i.e. 2
n greater than the dimension of the
corresponding spin representations. This apparent dis­
crepancy arises since the weight �ector can be obtained in 
any of 2n ways simply by allowing all combinations in the
choice of sign labelled by y. To resolve this problem we 
consider the group R2 p.
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A general eigenfunction for this group is of the form 
where { . . • } is now a product of � and r quasiparticle 
creation operators and with the possible inclusion of 
(l  )
� 2n+1 (.t 2 1 )o and r
0 
n+ This is equal to 
N { • • • •  } 
n A µ 
1t M M lo> (±x , ±y) ( ± x , ±y)i=1 
to within a phase since any two non-equivalent M ' s anti-
A µ commute . We now look at a typical term M(+ + ) ' M(+ + )-X , -Y -X , -Y 
which, expanded in full, is: 
1 - .t +l  
X y ( .t ) ( .t )
1 - l  +l
X y 
( -i± ( -1)xµ 
1 -/, 
� X � y ± ( -1) 0 0 X
A 
2+l 
X ( /, ) 
(( -1 )��0 
X
-,jl- ( l ) 
+ ( -1) � y xµ o 
1 - l 
X 




( .e ) )� 
X 
0 
1 - l 
__ x ( .t  )
(( -1 )  2 �O X 
-f ( l  )
± (-1) � y X
A. 
0 
-!- ( .t )





+ + (-1+ - y - y 2 X A µ µ 
1-.t x Ce ) 
+ + ( -1 )� r::,. X )- �- xµ 1-' o  
1 -..e +.e
X y (.t  ) (£ ) 
( -1 ) 2 � X � y ± ( -1 )
+ + 1 )-�- xµ2 
0 0 X;._ 
1-.t +.t 
X y ( .t  ) (£ ) 2 f3 X � y0 0 






sign and minus if their sign is different. We justify 
replacement of any r ( .t) by �(.t) by noting that 0 0 
= 
= 
f3 ( .e ) 1 5>
0 
Clearly the above expression vanishes for certain sign 




= +1, xµ = +1, Yµ 
= -1. In
fact if we choose x
i..
= +1 , y
A 
= +1 then the only µ sign 
choices compatible (i. e. giving non-vanishing states) are 
x
µ 
= +1 , yµ 
= +1 and xµ = -1, Yµ = -1, which are in turn





= -1. If we chose to start with a different sign 
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choice, our compatible set of sign choices , although diff­
erent, will give the s ame quasiparticle states, to within a 
phase . As a consequence we see that at the R
P 
level we 
cannot make random choices in the sign labelled y
A 
at the 
risk of throwing up a vanishing state at the R2p
level .
restricting ourselves then to some compatible set of sign 




!: .t . +2n
i l or 2 
2n+ 1 
2 I: £ . +2n+ 1 
i 1 
states for R2 p, ( as p even or odd) which is just the sum of
the dimensions of �1 and 62 of R2p , and
2 
states ( p even), 
2 
2n 




!: .t .  +n 
i 1 
( p  odd) states at the R P level as required.
Since the group operators , being coupled products of 
quasiparticle operators , connect only states differing by 
two or zero particles we see by considering the action of 
the H operators on a typical eigenstate that the set of 
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eigenstates in the A-space (and similarly for the µ-space) 
form a b asis for the spin representation 6A or one of 
A A A 61 , 62 for the group RP according as p is odd or even, i. e.
whether there is an odd or even numb er of orb itals. 




spin representations of R1p where the parity of the
particle numb er associated with 6 t1 is the parity of n
defined ab ove and vice-versa for 6 t
2
. For instance, this
means that for the one orb ital case (n=O) 6t
1 
is associated
with an even numb er of particles and 6 t2 is, with an odd
numb er, as in Chapter III. The opposite is the case for 
two orb itals. 
5. Branching Rules
We now show that the spin






R t x R1 and upon restriction 2p 2p 




) 1 under restriction to
to RA x Rµ At and A tp p' 1 2
decompose to 6A x Aµ if p is odd (numb er of orb itals odd) 
or as A! - � x A� +  A� x � for p even where m' = 2 or 1 
as m = 1 or 2. Further, upon restricting RP to R3 we show
that we get a minimum multiplicity of 2n-1 or 2n depending
on whether n is even or odd . These duplicated R3 represen­
tations can b e  separated in a natural manner. 
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The first branching rule i s  a direct consequence of 
the analysis  of Secti on 4, i . e . that the representations 6
1
and 6 2 ( spin up or down) are associated one with all po ss­
ible states  containing an even numb er of particl es  and one 
with all possible states  containing an odd number of particle�  
Restricting the H operators to those  of R clearly result sp 
in A� and 61 decomposing to AA x Aµ for p odd , but for p 
even a clo ser scrutiny is probably necessary . To thi s  end 
we consider a set of eigenfuncti ons �Aa or b 
of R� , where
m 
the subscript A! or b defines the representation by which
the q, ' s transform ; 6
1 
if  m = 1 ,  A
2 
if m = 2 ,  and where 




that has an even
m 
number of -t eigenvalue s under the H operators  i . e . 
a restricted set of the H operators of  t R2 p • Similarly , <!> b
is  that subset having an odd number of -t eigenvalues m 
under the H operators of R� . However ,  since the H 
operators of R;p for p even are just the H op erators of R�
and Rµ , ( Section 3 )  then the s et of H operat ors of Rµ mustp p 
give an even ( odd) number of -i ' s  if m = 1 (m = 2 )  when 
acting on the set q, and 
Aa 
an odd ( even ) number of -i ' s if
m 
m = 1 (m = 2 )  when acting on the 
transform , by definition , as q, a61 
set q, b . Thus A
m 
( the subscript 
q, must
Aa 
to q., now 
�efers to the RA group ) and as q, under i . e . as 
p 6¾ 
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� A� while � b must transform as � A' by definition , and
61 fl.� 6m 62 
as � , i. e. � b transforms as � A� . Hence the set of
� .  � 62 6�, 
functions �
�
' being, by definition, � a U � b must trans-
6m 6m form as 
i . e. ,  we have established the branchi ng rule under 
as 
It is interesting to note that for p even the RJ P 
spin representation label becomes redundant in that this 
branching rule shows that the specification of the RA andp 
Rµ label determines it. This is implicit in Feneuille ' s 
work43 •
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6 . Duplicated R3 Representations
Upon finally restricting R
P 
to R3 we not e that since
L oc tW( 01 ) ( l£ ) we are restri cting the set of transformations-
l 
in such a manner that only the H ' s that do not mix the l ' s
( i . e . AHl l ) remain ( c . f . Chapter III and Section 5) , since 
ia 
L ; t t aAHl l  for RA . We c onsider now that subset of 
0 
l 
a>O aa p 
the eigenfunct ions forming a basis for �1 ( or �2) for R�
( p even) such that any wave function belonging to the s et 
has +i eigenvalue s for Hl l . On restri ction to R
3
the aa 
eigenvalue of LO when acting upon any of these eigenfunc tions
will take it s maximum value , equal to the maximum L ;  � in
the R
P 
- R3 branching rule . In fact ,
l 
t E ia ; ¾ t l ( l+1 ) .
l a>O l 
However , since we have n H' s that mix the l ' s and their 
eigenvalues when acting on the above subset of wavefunctions 
are unrestricted we can see  that this subset contains 2n-1







- � + • • • • A similar analysi s for p odd shows 
that � - 2� + • • . • Thus the multipli city of the � 
repre sentation of R
3 
i s  2n-1 ( p even ) or 2n ( p odd) and
the multiplicity for any smaller al lowed L will  be an 
integral multiple of 2n-1 or 2n . e . g . for ( s+p+d)N , under
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R 9 - R 3 we have [t  t t t] - 2P + 2D.
Fortunately, in this case, we have available a natural 
separation of duplicated R 3 representations amounting
essentially to specifying, in addition to the R spin 
p 
representation label, an R weight label. A state will then 
p 
be labelled by a R 2p 
and R
P 
spin representation label, a R 3
label and a n-vector r specifying the eigenvalues of the 
s tate under the H' s that mix the l ' s .  Thus, for ins tance,
the two D s tates of (s + p+d)N would be labelled as
(There being no R label needed here sincep 
it adds no new information). 
7 . Operators and Matrix Elements 
As for equivalent electrons, any interaction can be 
written as sums of products of the tensor operators, 
N ( Kk) L YI. .  ( .tA.tB) . 1 l l == 
where 
Two particle interactions will involve terms of the form 





) can be written
in terms of coupled products of annihilation and creation 
operators as : 
where 
1,At J,B ( k) - ( a a 
) K 
'Jtq 
s +J, -m -m 
( -1 ) B s .ta
-m -ms J, 
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We may then ,express wC !�)( J,AJ,B) in terms of our
quasiparticle operators as was done in Chapter III giving: 
THE LIBRARY 
UNIVERSITY OF CANTERBURY 
CHRISTCHURCH. N.Z. 
wCKk)  
C e  £ )1tq A B 
= 
+ (µ
J, Avi, B)(k) _ (� i, A�
J, B)(k) £(k O) £( o J, ) [ n ]i } q I\ "' q + u ' u ,r,A ' B ,r,A 
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( IV-7 ) 
For J,A = lB this formula splits into two disjoint parts for
k even and k odd, as in Chapter 3. 
It  is clear that, as in Chapter 3, any quasiparticle
matrix element can be evaluated by standard methods of 
tensor operators and angular momentum recoupling5 , 47
requiring us to know only the reduced matrix elements of 
the quasiparticle operators. These can be evaluated by 
expanding a particular component of the operator in 
question, say A6 , and the bra and ket in terms of 
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quasiparticle or ordinary particle creation and annihilat­
ion operators, and then applying the Wigner-Eckart theorem. 
If the general expres sion for the eigenfunctions of H 
is written in it s modified form (Section 4) 
viz. 
n 
N I" • • • } 1t M
A
( M
µ IO> l 
i=1 ±x±y, ±x±y
A.ep then it is clear that 
O 
(p t 2n+1, A = A, µ, �, v) acts only
on the M� µ product where x or y equals p. If we write
r+1+f (1- (-1) a) (J, + J, )
( -1 ) y X f, 
J, + l 
i. e. ± t or ± (-1) Y 
x
t if A =  µ, v  and r is an arbitrary
integer, and similarly for (rB)i, with t replacing r (A, B
are a pair as defined in Section 2) then we find 
p I 2n+1
if the states are properly normalised, and other quantum 
numbers have been suppressed as unimportant. Since the 
rest of the r vector has remained unchanged we have the
I, 
selection rule that A P acts only between l6 t(! ) 8
b
A
> ando a 
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1 6�� ! ) 6� , > which in turn implies that coupled products of
the form i(A1A'' ) (K ) can act only between l6
t(! ) 6A6B> anda b C 
1 6�(! ) 6�6�> while �roducts of the form




> and� Q a b C 
l� t (! ) 8A 8B ).a b '  c '  
As in Chapter 3 we can now write a general expression 
for the reduced matrix element for the particular case of 
maximum L = �by noting under our separation of the 
duplicated �'s that 
where the 6 and r are determined by the particular form of 
M. This gives us
= 
p+l 
P(-1)� (p I 2n+1) (IV-8)
where P = (-1)i [n(1- C -1)
P) +m(1- C -1)
a] and m and n are used
as before. For p odd the � label is not present. 





(-1) n+ = 
x (.t2n+ 1+ a))
( IV-9) 
We note that these matrix elements can be both real 
and imaginary so the matrix el ement of a general operator 
will in general be complex. This perhaps unsatisfactory 
state of affairs is a natural cons equence of the possible 
imaginary coefficients we have to take in order to form
eigenfunctions of the H operators of the various groups . 
If we cons ider two quasiparticle states I QP> = Ea. I i> and 
. l 
l 
\ QP> 1 = tbk lk>, where the I i> and \ k> are ordinary statesk 
and the a
i
, bk can be both real and imaginary, then if W
is any operator and 
w I i > = � - . lj> ,. l J 
J 
where Wij is real, then
<QP \W \QP> = E bk* a . W . . <k I j >. " k l l J  E b ":  a .  W . .ij J l l Jl J  
which is in general complex. 
if W is hermitian and I QP> = 
value of W is real. We find 
matrix elements if (-1)i+j =
It is not hard to see that 
\ QP > '  then the expectation 
that wCKk) c ,  . .e . ) has real 
, .  +Jq. l J 
( -1 ) l J .
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To conclude this section we shall evaluate the diagon­
al matrix element of w C g�) (sd) of (s+d)N with the state
1 A �>.. µ �µ 1 (61 ) (61 � ) (61 � )L=3 ,ML=3> . The r quantum numbers are
not used as they are unnecessary for two orbitals. The 
only part of wc g6) (sd) that we are interested in is2f2 (>..0>..2) ( 6) - (µ0µ2) ( 6) as the rest vanishes by the 
selection rules above. Since 
if2 
then 
2 3 2 
<616t � I I >..2 1 1 6� 6� �> = ,pro
(IV-10) 
= -'('15,
L= 3 ,ML= 3> 
2




<6 16µ 2 1 1 µ
0 1 1 6 16µ 2><6 16µ 2 1 1 112 1 1 616 µ 2>  - 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 � 1 1 2 
8. Conclusions 
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In this Chapter I have examined the application of the 
quasiparticle formalism to mixed configurations. As would 
have been anticipated from the results of the last chapter, 
we obtain a remarkably rich classification scheme that 
permits the matrix elements of interactions to be calculat­
ed without the usual recourse to coefficients of fractional 
parentage but rather by the more common vector coupling 
methods. Compared with the previously treated case of 
equivalent electron orbitals there has, however, been a not 
unexpected increase in complexity. Recall, for instance, 
the care that must be taken over the precise form of the 
eigenfunctions of the Weyl operators (Section 4) and the 
complexity of the matrix elements (Section 6) . Where many 
orbitals are involved the problem of handling the duplicat­
ions arising in the decomposition of the spin representat­
ions under R
P - R3 
will become increasingly severe, though
of course the same holds for the conventional methods . 
The quasi-formalism gives further insight into the 
mathematical structure of atomic shell theory and in this 
respect its study is valuable. The fact that the quasi­
particle eigenfunctions involve linear combinations of 
eigenfunctions defined on different numbers of particles 
constitutes the fundamental weakness of the scheme from a 
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physical viewpoint. In the case of the angular parts of 
the wavefunction this is of no moment but in terms of the 
radial parts we certainly do not wish to assume their in­
variance with respect to the number of particles. This 
objection could of course be overcome by projecting out 
wavefunctions defined on a definite number of particles 
but only with an ensuing increase in complexity. 
C H A P T E R V 
RADIAL MATRIX ELEMENTS OF THE RADIAL-ANGULAR 
FACTORIZED HYDROGEN ATOM 
1. Introduction
The selection rule , on hydrogenic radial integrals ,
discovered by Pasternack and Sternheimer48, namely
0 s = 2 , 3 ,  . . .  1 .e-..e • 1 +1 
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has stimulated recently at least two attempts to explain it 
group theoretically. That of Swamy, Kulkarni and Bieden­
i 
harn49 is based on the 0(4) . symmetry of the hydrogen atom
and uses a complex recursive technique. Armstrong9
approaches the problem more directly by showing that 
radial-like functions of two variables, r and �, transform 
according to representations of the non-compact group 
0(2,1) and in this scheme, he shows that positive and 
negative powers of r have tensorial transformation proper­
ties. Armstrong' s scheme however is unsatisfactory for two 
important reasons . Firstly his two variable functions of r 
and � never complete coincide with true one variable radial 
functions of ii where n is the principal quantum number. As
1 08
one consequence of this no treatment of off diagonal matrix 
elements can be given. S econdly, Armstrong ' s radial-like 
funct ions and their associated 0(2, 1 ) group stand isolated 
from any encompassing group scheme such as the 0(4,2) model 
of Barut and Kleinert8 • Kleinert 52 has written a paper
containing an excellent review of this model . 
These difficulties are met in t his paper by consider­
ing the hydrogen atom factorized into its radial (0(2, 1))  
and angular (0(3)) part s, according to the scheme 
0(4,2) � 0(3) x 0(2, 1 )  of Barut and Kleinert8 ,52 • Here the
true radial wavefunctions of the variable � transform 
according to a representation of the 0(2 , 1 )  group (section 
2 )  and it is shown that the quantity k r Dn/n+q for all
positive and negative integer k, where Da is a dilatation
operator defined by Daf(x) = f(ax), is proportional to the
qth component of a tensor (S ection 3). The Pasternack and
S ternheimer selection rule follows naturally and since t he 
Wigner-Eckart theorem is shown to hold (S ection 4) calcul­
ation of the appropriate Clebsch-Gordan coefficients 
(S ection 5) allows matrix elements to be calculated . S ome 
progress is made on the difficult problem of off diagonal 
elements of rk (S ection 5) .
2. The Group Scheme
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The fifteen generators L , 1 < µ < v < 6, of 0 (4, 2)
µv 
are defined in terms of their action on the hydrogen atom 
wavefunction written in parabolic coordinates8, 52 • Their
commutation relations are given by 
1 
= -1 
1 < a: < 4 ,  
5 < a: < 6
A subgroup 0 (3) x 0 (2, 1) can be formed with the 0 (3) gener­
ators given by L12, L23, L13 and the 0 (2, 1) generators
given by L45
, L46 and L56
. These last generators are
formed into the linear combinations K± = L45 + iL46 and
K0 
= L
56 to give the standard 0(2, 1) commutation
relations50, 51 of













n l ( xn) y lm ( 8 <p)
I, 
(2xn) L




2 [Cn-l-1 ) � 17 (n+l) ! 
function 
(V-1 )  
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and Y;(a,) are the usual spherical harmonics. A Hilbert 
space is defined by the inner product 
where dQ = sin edad,.
= o (nn I ) o ( ,U I ) (V-2 ) 
In the 0 (4, 2) � 0 (2, 1) x 0(3) scheme of Barut and 
Kleinert8 these wavefunctions for fixed m form a basis of a
representation of 0(2 , 1) since 
(V-3) 
The representation has only a lower bound on the 0(2) 
quantum number (equal to l+1) and is shown below to be unit­
ary and irreducible. Equation (v:3) implies that the
realization in this Hilbert space of the generators of 
0 (2, 1) is 
and K0 = n
where Da is a dilatation operator defined such that
Daf(r) = f(ar) , which implies that
( V-4) 
Dn f (xn) = f (xn 1 ) .
n '  
If we form the Casimir invariant 
we find that 
fo fC
= <ntm 1 G ln£m >  =
11 1 
£ ( l+1 ) 
(V-5 )  
However, Barut and Fronsda151 show that the eigen­
values of G are of the form �(�1) . If a representation is 
bounded below, its lower bound is -�. If � is negative, 
+ the representation is unitary and labelled D_�· All this
implies that the wavefunctions lntm> for fixed m form a 
basis for the unitary irreducible representation n;+1 •
3- The Tensorial Properties of r
k
In this section, it is shown that the quantity
( )k-1 n+q 
D n
n+q 
where q and k are integers, transforms as the qth component 
of an 0(2, 1) tensor operator, the associated representation 
' depending upon the size of k relative to -2. Here A1 , is
an operator defined such that 
11 2
(V-6 )
I, To be specific we can build A
l,
, up as a power of





I, A.t+1 [c 1,+1 -m)c�!��m)(2l +1)1 {
(l +¾) cos e + sin a d�
 }




(n+q±1 1,m I [K±, ( )k-1 
D n A J, \ n I,' m >n+q n+q 
= 
+ x ± n ± q + 1)(n+q) xk+2 D n +q n+q __!!_
[ f R +1 C n+q±1)0 n +q-Q 












+ �+q±1 + k
± n + 1) }
D _pf '  R y (n+g±1 )
2n dx .:,('l 
n /, nJ ' I, ' m  3+k n W' --...- z n+q±1 
= + (k+2± q )  S: f Rn+q±1 Y.em (n+q±1 )  x!:�±1 D n
Q n+q±1 
+ (k+2±q )<n+q±1 .tm l r
k
D n(n+q±1 )k-1 n+q±1 
We see then that if k+2 < 0 
i.e. k+2 < q < -k-2 while if k+2 > 0 
[ K-+ ' r
k
D 
(n±k±2 )k-1 n 
Ar ] 
-n .... ±.... k .... ±.... 2
= 





Hence if k < -2 we have a representation of finite 
dimension equal to -2k-3 labelled D_k_2 , while if k > -2 ,  
the representation is infinite dimensional and reducible , 
but not fully reducible , for while the spaces q )  k+2 and 
q < -k-2 are invariant under the group operations , the 
space -k-1 < q < k+1 is not. This representation will be 
1 14 
labelled as Dk+ 1 • Both of these representations are non­
unitary since the eigenvalues of ¾-K- are not positive 
- + 
definite51 • This means we are free to normalize our tensor
operators in an arbitrary manner , and a particular choice 
is made in S ection 5. 
4. The Wigner-Eckart Theorem
A well-known method for proving the Wigner-Eckart
theorem for 0(3) (see for instance Messiah54) sets up re­
cursion rel ations between different matrix elements of the 
qth and (q±1 ) th components of an 0 ( 3) tensor operator and
shows that thes e are identical to the recursion relations 
for the corresponding 0(3) Clebsch-Gordan coefficients. 
This implies that Clebsch-Gordan coefficient and matrix 
element are proportional , the proportionality constant
being the reduced matrix element. This proof in fact
requires only that if Ji l lm> = ai l tmi> t hen
[ J1. Tm
l
] = a . T
J , where J . is an 0(3) generator, and T£ an1 m .  1 m 
0(3) t ensor operator, and that the states being coupled up 
to be orthonormal . 
In the 0(2, 1 ) case we first write the states corres­
ponding to the representations D_k_2 and Dk+ 1 as lkq> ,
where the use of k and q distinguishes them from the 






Nkq ( )k-1 n +q 
D n
n +q 
is some arbitrary normalization. 
K± j kq >
k [K+, T ]- q 
;::: ±(k+2±q) 
;::: ±(k +2±q) 
Nk g j kq±1 > Nk +1q:... 
Nk k g T +1Nk +1 q_ q:... 
K0 in both cases gives an eigenvalue of q.
We have then 
It therefore follows that since the states I nt>  are 
orthonormal, the Wigner -Eckart theorem holds, and we can 
write 
1 1 5 
<.enm j Tk l .e ' n ' m>
q 
k .e I kl<.t I IT I I £ ' > en ' qn (V-8) 
where c .e ; k.e is an 0(2, 1 )  Clebsch-Gordan coefficient couplingn qn 
the states _ of D
.t '+1 with the states of either D_k_2 or
Dk+1, normalised as above, to the states of D.t+1 , while
<.t i I T
k
l 1 £ ' >  is the reduced matrix element and is independ­
ent of n, n '  and q. 
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The Racah Algebra 
In this section the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients 
appropriate to the representations we are considering are 
derived. The Pasternack and Sternheimer selection rule 
drops out naturally during the analysis . The reduced 
matrix elements of Tk are derived, allowing the diagonal
matrix elements of rk to be calculated. A brief discussion
of the off-diagonal elements of rk concludes the chapter .
The most direct means of deriving the Clebsch-Gordan 
coefficients, namely that of coupling two representations 
and the contragradient of a third to an invariant is 
perhaps most well-known in Bargmann' s work55, but is due to 
van der Waerden56 • Barut and Fronsda151 have used this
technique to derive some 0(2,1) Clebsch-Gordan coefficients 
for unitary representations. This method has the advantage 
of not requiring an explicit form for the arbitrary normal­
ization of the states of non-unitary representations. 
To apply this technique we must first realize the 
a b representations in terms of multi-spinors Nab� � - where Nab
is a normalization constant and the quantity ( �, �) called a 
spinor, forms a basis for the fundamental irreducihle 
representation of 0(2,1). In this realization 
(V-9) 
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= K- = (V-9) 
Hence , if the eigenvalues of G and K0 are respectively




where Nab is shown b y  Barut
[ m-1-�) !1 
m+� ! for the unitary 
and Fronsdal to b e  equal to 
representation ·n; . As remarked
ab ove Nab is arb itrary for non-unitary representations.
We now form an invariant coupling of two representat­
ions and a contragradient representation defined as 
<� I = Nm-1 ��m n<I>+mm � . ,  (V-10) 
giving 
I 
where I i s  an 
a .  b II l � - n .  1
t l 1 
(V-11) 
invariant in the space of the polynomials of 
However, since the representation matrices 
are unimodular the only invariants in this space are the 
three determinants 
and every mononomial in these, see Bargmann55. Hence 
This implies 
or equivalently 
We now note that 
1 18  
(V-1 2 ) 
(V-1 3 )  
(V-14) 
for all positive and negative integer n, so by comparing 
coefficients we have 
k k k 
= E (-1)p+ q+r ( ) ( 2) ( 3) 
pqr p q r 
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(V-15) 
Consider first k < -2. In thi s case the representat­
ion D� is finite-dimensional , while n: and n; are2 1 3 





to be positive and k2 negative. Taking
these constraints and substituting 
�1 = -.t-1 ' � = -.e ' -1 3 , c»2 = -k-2 = s-2 
into (V-14) gives the Pasternack and S ternheimer selection 
rule, namely 
2 < s < 1 £ -.t ' 1 +1 (V-16) 
gives a vanishing matrix element. 
To case (V-15) into a useful form we put p = z. From 




and p+ r = �2+ m2 so that
(V-15) becomes 






.t ' -.t-k-2 
) (k < -2) (V-17) 
1-.t-k+ n ' + z .t ' - l-n ' + n+ z
This formula is quite adequate as it stands (after 
substituting for N) but it is of interest to note with 
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Armstrong, that it can be cast into a form that shows that 
this 0(2, 1 )  Clebsch-Gor�an coefficient is in fact equa� to 
within a phase, to the 0(3)  Clebsch-Gordan coefficients . 
To do this, equation (V-17)  is expanded in factorial 
notation (remembering that k-.t -.t ' is negative) and 
identities I and II derived in Appendix I are applied 
giving 
[ 
(J+n) ! (J ' +n ' ) !  1 A (k-q)!(k+q)!(n-J-1)!(n' -J' -1)! 
where A contains unimportant constant terms. N2 has been
chosen as [(-k-2-q) ! (-k-2+q) ! ]- i which implies that
K± l kq > = +[(k+q)(k±q±1 ) ] i l kq±1 >. If the Clebsch-Gordan
coefficients are now renormalized to satisfy the ortho­
normality condition 
I: C' k .t '  C .t k .t II ( -1 ) .t+ .t '  + q
n q n ' n q n'' qn 
o( .t '  ,e" ) o( n ' n" ) (V-18) 
This condition has been derived by Armstrong, and an 
independent derivation for a more general case is given in 
Chapter VI (VI-1 2). 
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0 .e  k .t ' n q n '  = (-1 )
k+ q [( l ' - £-k-2) ! t l+ l ' + k+ 2 ) � (l-l ' -k-2) ! 1 
l+ l' -k-1) ! 
X 
[ n'-l ' -1 ) ! 
-k-
x E(-1 )t+ k+ q (
.t'-n'+ t) (






t -k-2-q l ' + n ' 
= a <kq, .tn I .e '  n '  >
where a=1 if .t-.£' is even and -i if £- .£ '  is odd. 
(V-1 9) 
We consider now the case of k )  -2. In this case it 
is convenient to put r = z giving 
k .e •  
n'-n n '  = 
E (-1 ) .t'+ 1 + n ' + z
z 
X 
( l- l'+ k+ 1 
) (




l-l ' -n'+ n+ z  · -1 -l ' -k-1 + n+ z  z 
(V-20) 
The power of this technique is illustrated here , for 
Armstrong, using the recursive technique of Racah57 derives 
these particular Clebsch-Gordan coefficients for q = n'-n 
equal to zero only. 
Since in this case �2 is positive, we cannot have both
k1 and k3 negative, so if we assume .t > l ' we have two
possibilities, namely both l- .t'+ k + 1 and l ' -l+k+ 1 positive 
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or /,-.t ' + k+ 1  positive and .t ' - /,+ k+ 1  negative . S ince q = 0 is 
the case of most interest, we will consider the case of k+ q 
positive ; thus the first possibility allows equation 
(V-19 ) to be transformed exactly as was equation (V-20) to 
give 
(J- l ' +k+2) ! )J ' +n ' ) !(k+ 1 + q ! 
E �k + n '  -J-t) ! 
t (k+ 2+ Z-n
1 + t)!(n1 +J -t)!(n' -l' -1-t)!(n-l-1 -t)!t! (V-21) 
where each Ni has been put equal to one. The second case
transforms via identity III to the same expression. 
Equation (V-20) is also proportional to the corres­
ponding 0(3) Clebsch-Gordan coefficient since it is of the 
same form as that taken by equation (V-5) after the applic­
ation of identity I. 
The reduced matrix elements can be derived from first 
principles by considering the matrix element 
<l+ 1 l '  m ITk I l+1 lm > = 
= [ f 
rk + 2 1, 
R Y --...---,...- A R Y drd0 ( I, > l ' ) 
0 0
l+ 1 l ' /, ' m ( l+ 1 )k-1 /, '  l+ 1 /, lm 
(V-22) 
The integral through Q is one, and since L� lt-1 is a
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constant, equation (V-22) becomes a sum of integrals of the 
form 
J: e-ax xbdx = b !  
ab+1
provided that b > -1, i. e. provided that l+ l'+k+2 ) O.
The integral evaluates to 





1 1 ( -k-2) ! �.t+/,' +k+2) !
� ( 2Z)k (21+1)t(l+2
1 +1)!(1-11 )! (l' - -k-2)! 
However, since 
or 
I, k .t'C .l+1 O l+1 
we have 
= �l-l'+k+1) ( -l1 )!(k+1)!
k < -2
[ (.l+ l'+1) ! 1 (Z-l1 )t(21+1) k > -2
k < -2
( l+ l'+k+2) ! � l-l ' ) !( J+J' +1 t k > -2
or t 1 [ ( .t+ .l ' +k+2) � 1 ( 2Z)k  ( J' - .l-k-2)!( J- J,1 -k-2)!(J+ J,1 -k-1)!(2J1 +1) 
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Since Dn/n = 1 and the integral through Q is one, T
k
is proportional to a matrix element of rk, diagonal in n,
namely 
[ k 2 R r R 
11
, r  dr 
0 n n.(, 
= 
= k > -2 
k < -2 
(V-23) 
Off diagonal elements of rk however are much harder to
deal with. Placing a complete set of states in the 
expression 
(where N! n is the normalization required to makep q 
rkDn /n A,
q into a tensor operator) will not do because
q p p 
rkDn /n A,
q is a tensor operator between the states
q p p 
l nplpm >  and l nqJ,qm >  only. A formal solution to this
problem can be given by inverting the infinite matrix 
formed by putting a complete set of states in the expression 
= 
since D i s  diagonal in l and m8 , 5� nr/np
So 
= 
where A i s  the infinite matrix who se elements are 
Thi s i �  in principle , invertible to give 
J: 
k 2 
Rn l r Rn l r dr
0 p p g_ 1 
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6 . Conc lusions 
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In thi s chapter I have shown how to circumvent some of 
the difficulties encountered when one uses the "natural " 
group scheme for the hydrogen atom , namely 0 (4 , 2 )  � 0 ( 3 )  x 
0( 2 , 1 )  to explain the selection rule of Pasternack and 
St ernheimer and to derive corresponding matrix elements . A 
complete treatment of off diagonal matrix el ements is not 
yet avai lable since in thi s group scheme it is rkD
n/n ' and
not rk , as might be hop ed,  that i s  proportional to a tensor 
operator . 
C H A P T E R V I 
AN 0(221 )  x 0(3) SOLUTION TO A GENERALIZED QUANTUM 
MECHANICAL KEPLER PROBLEM 
1 . Introduction 
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The met hod of the last chapter is used on a more 
general differential equation directly related to the 
generalised Kepler equation of Infeld and Hu1153 . This
allows a unified treatment of all quantum mechanical Kepler 
problems in an 0(2, 1 )  x 0(3) scheme, since the Schrodinger, 
Klein-Gordan and Dirac hydrogen atoms, the latter diagonal­
ised in the usual k scheme (see for instance Bethe and 
Salpeter58 ) or the S scheme of Biedenharn59 , are special 
cases of this equation . 
As in the Schrodinger case if v is the 0(2) quantum 
number of the radial wave-function in the basis 
k 0(2, 1) � 0(2) then r D
v/v +q' k, q integers, is proportional
to the qth component of a tensor operator . Here Da is a
dilatation operator defined such that D f(x) = f(ax) . Aa 
generalised Pasternack and Sternheimer selection rule 
exists and matrix elements diagonal in the 0(2) quantum 
number can be derived group theoretically . 
Crubellier and Feneuille60, have used the Infeld and
Hull generalised Kepler equation to generalise Armstrong 1 s9
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0(2, 1 )  treatment of the non-relativistic hydrogen atom to 
the k Dirac atom. As is explained in Chapter V, our method 
differs in that it follows the 0(4, 2) scheme of Barut and 
Kleinert in using dilatation operators and one variable 
radial wave functions. 
2. Group Structure of the Generalised Kepler Equation
Consider the equation
(v2 - ( >..- l)(�+ )..+1 ) + 2: - � ) u ( p9q,) = 0
p V 
(VI-1 )
A here is a monotonic function of l ,  where l and v- >.. are 
integers. Z is the charge on the nucleus. This separates 
in the usual manner giving the solution 
where Y�(a�) is a spherical harmonic and Rt(p) satisfies 
the radial equation 
( 
d2 2 d 2Z _ z2 _ A( A+ 1) \RA = 
d p2 
+ p dp + p 7- p2 / V 
O (VI -2) 
which is apart from minor variations the generalised Kepler 
equation of Infeld and Hu1153. A solution to (VI-2) is 
,._ 
N -Z p/N c 2Zp) L2 k+1 c 2Zp)AV e v v- >..-1 v (VI-3) 
Where L2 X.+ 1 ( 2Zp) . 1 · d L 1 . v-X.-1 v is a genera ise aguerre po ynomial
defined by 
= 
b r�a+ b+ 1 )(-x)
n
n�O n�( -n)! r(ai n+ 1)
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f v-� -1 j ! �� r v+ +1 J
V 
If we now take the quantities 
and KO = V
under the inner product 
s: f R�� 
p Q 
(VI-5)  
= &( vv '  ) o( .£.t') 
= o( vv ' ) o( l.l ' ) o( X.A') (VI-6 )  
since A is a monotonic function of .£ . Here 
and sin 8d9dq> 
As in Chapter V D
v/ v±1 is a dilatation operator defined




D I t f(x )  = f(x , )W V 'Y V 
K R A = vR A 









Hence as in Chapter V, since the Y; form a basis for 
a representation of 0(3),  the wave functions R�; for 
fixed m form the basis for a representation of the group 
0 (2, 1) x 0(3) . Following Chapter V, we find the eigen­
values of the Casimir invariant 
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to be A( A+1), and hence the wave functions R 'ly .t for fixed mv m  
form a basis for the representation D�+1 of 0( 2, 1) and � 
.t
of 0(3 ). 
Note that equation (VI-2 ) is in fact equivalent to 
GR t = A( A.+1 ) R t  and hence is very similar to a type B Infeld 
and Hull factorisation53, with K± acting as the Etep up -
step down operators. 
Four special cases are considered by specifying A and 
p. They are
(1) Schrodinger hydrogen atom p=r, A.= l
(2 ) Klein-Gordan "hydrogen atom" p=r 
A=-½+ [ ( .t+½) 2 _z2 a2 1
½
(3 ) k Dirac hydrogen atom p=ar where a =  µ�a, 





1 + (n+ A.)2 ' 
A = 
(4) Biedenharn 's59 S Dirac hydrogen atom. In this
case we have two iterated second order equations 
and p = r 
The representation structures hence derived are in 
agreement with those given by Bacry and Richard61, Barut
and Bornzin62 ru;:i.d Lanik6 3 o 
3. Tensor Operators and the Racah Algebra
Having established our formalism the extension of
Chapter V to this more general case is ::traightforward. 
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First we consider the comm.utation relations of the 0(2, 1) 
k 
generators with the quantity P k-1 D / A
� ' ( 0<p),  k and 
q integers, where 
J, .t A .t ' ( ecp)Ym
( v+q) V v+q 
,e, y 
th and find that it transforms according to the q component
of a tensor operator whose representation is of finite 
dimension equal to -2k -3 if k < -2 and is labelled D_k_2
and of infinite dimension and reducible but not fully 
redueible if k > -2. This �epresentation is labelled Dk+1•
Both of these representations are non-unitary since the 
eigenvalues of K-K+ are not positive Qefinite51 •
+ -
As in Chapter V the Wigner-Eckart Theorem holds so
= 
where c t: !� is an 0(2, 1 ) Clebsch -Gordan coefficient. In 
Chapter V the representations were characterised by 
integers only ; however the derivation of the Clebsch -Gordan 
coefficients in this case is unchanged except for the re­
placement of factorials by gamm.a functions at the 
appropriate places. Binomial identities used in their 
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derivation are still applicable since the addition theorem 
for binomial coefficients, namely 
where r�a+1) r(b+1) ( a-b+ 1) 
holds for all values of k1 and k2 •
We recall from Chapter V that the technique for deriv­
ing Clebsch-Gordan coefficients due to van der Waerden56
and Bargmann5 5  requires the representation states be real-
a b  ised by normalised multispinors Nab� � . We then form an
invariant coupling of two representations and a contra­




are the three determinantal invariants 
This implies 
or equivalently 












k1-p+q+r k3-r +q k2-q+r p+r I: ( -1 ) �1 Tl1 �2 pqr 
k1+k3-p-r k2+k1-p-q p+q




In order that the correct representations are coupled 
we require k
1 
and k3 to be positive integers. This means
that t1 , �2 and �3 are bounded below and n2 is bounded
above as required. Then by (VI-7 ) �2 is a positive
integer. The selection rule for negative k follows from 
(VI-8 ) 
= 
�2 + � - ib1 and �2 > 0
implies 
Substituting 
�1 = - A-1, ib3 = -
A' -1, �2 = -k-2 = s-2
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gives 
2 < s < I A- A'  I +1 
Comparing coefficients between (VI -6) and (VI-9) now 
gives the unnormalised Clebsch-Gordan coefficients. To 
normalize an orthogonality condition is required. This is 
derived by closer consideration of the direct product state 
I Av ; kq >  where the state l kq > corresponds to the tensor 
D / +1A', , .  The I, quantum numbers have been omitted as beingV V-
unimportant. The set of states I Av > form a basis for the 
unitary representation D�+1 so in this basis K±
+ 
= K+ under
the inner product <A' v ' I Av > = 6
AA ' ovv ' . However, the set
l kq >  does not form a unitary representation , so if we 
demand that K + = K- in the direct product space we must± + 
define the inner product in this basis to be 
<k ' q' l kq > = (-1)q 6(qq ' ).
This is so since 
= + [(k+q)(k±q±1)J½ <k ' q ' l kq > (VI-10) 
from Chapter V, section 5.
So (VI-10) equals 
i . e . 
Now if I "-v> = 
K + = K- .
± + 
E C A: k A I ">,..' v' ; kq >
v' q v q v 
t aking the inner pro duct with <kq ; N' v' give s as the 
r e quired orthogonality condition 
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(VI -1 2 )
Finally then 
Ak A I c vq v'
Ak A '  0 vq v '
= ( _1 )k+q frC A.' - k-k-1 ) R A+ A' +k+ 3) rC 4- 'he' -k-1)
1 L A.+ A.' -k) 
x E ( -1 ) t+k+q (
A' - v ' +t
) 







) k > -2 .
t -k-2-q v ' + A' 
r( 1'.- l '  +k+ 3 )  r� A. 1 + v '  +1)
(k+1+q ! 
( VI -1 3a) 
r(k+ v ' - A-t+1) 
X E  r(k+3+i- v1 +t)r( A1 + v1 -t+1)r( v' - A.' -t)r( v- A.-t)t't 
k < -2 k+ q ) 0 ( VI -1 3b ) 
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In the second case k+q < 0 has not been considered as 
the case q = 0 is of most interest. 
4. Matrix Elements
To complete this Chapter the reduced matrix elements
for the generalised Kepler problem are derived . This is 
done by considering the matrix element 
A k A ' k CA+1 O 1,.+1 
<A '  I I T  I I A>
Since L� l+1 is a constant the integral becomes a sum
of integrals of the form 
provided that b > -1, i . e. provided that A+A'+k+2 > -1 . 
Substituting for 
from (VI-13) gives 
or 
k < -2 
(VI-14a) 
1 [ r(A+ k' +k+3 ) 1 t c 2z) k r( ,._, -1,.-k-1) r( >,.->,.' -k-1) r( ,._+ >..' -k) r(2.e1 +2)
(VI-14b) 
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To illustrate this techni que we shall derive a matrix 
element for the k Dirac hydrogen atom important in the 
theory of hyperfine structure64 . Using the notation of





= (k-aZ)t , r
2 










since by the selection rule the terms containing different 
r vanish. Substituting from equation (VI-12) and (VI-13) 
gives finally 
= 




,} rC 4r2-1 )  
in agreement with Crubellier and Feneuille. 60 In the same
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way a s econd matrix el ement important in hyperfine structure 
evaluat es  as 
5 . Conclusions 
= 
As in Chapter V a  formal solution for off diagonal 
matrix elements can be  given . However , considerable  re­
finement of the techni que would seem to be necessary before 
a clo sed formula could be found for this difficult problem . 
Further progress would now appear to lie in the direction 
of the many electron problem which awaits some approximate 
dynamical group structure to describe complex atoms . 
Generalising the Kepler problem in a different sense 
it would be interesting to see  if the mo del proposed by 
Barut and Bornzin62 for dyons does not also have a tensor 
op erator with a Pasternack and Sternheimer selection rul e . 
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C H A P T E R V I I 
GENERAL CONCLUSIONS 
Section I: The �etailed structure of the theory of repres­
entations of compact groups, in particular the formulas for 
coupling coefficients, has received much attention in the 
last decade (see bibliography to Louck 1 s4 review paper)
especially in the pioneering works of Biedenharn and co­
workers 18, and Moshinsky and co-workers17 in generalising
the Wigner calculus to the unitary canonical chain. 
However, beyond a few special cases little is known about 
the representation theory of non-compact groups. As 
larger groups become used in elementary particle physics 
and possibly atomic spectroscopy, this situation may 
change. 
Section II: The highly non-physical aspects of the quasi­
particle scheme are compensated by a rich classificatory 
scheme and no cfp ' s in the operator calculus. Additionally 
Armstrong and Judd12 have shown that the quasiparticle
formalism can be used to explain many of the more obscure 
selection rules found otherwise by inspection in Nielson 
and Koster25 .
The next step in this field of the application of con­
tinuous groups to atomic spectroscopy appears to be some 
attempt to solve the many-electron problem entirely - that 
is both angular and radial parts by the use of non-compact 
groups. This could be done by finding some approximate 
dynamical group for the atom as a whole. Armstrong has 
suggested a re-examination of Layzer 1 s6 5 approach with this
in mind. Another approach would be to attempt a solvable 
many-body problem group theoretically, such as the delta 
function interparticle interaction66, and use the lessons
learnt as a guide to more realistic problems. In either 
case the atomic spectroscopists would do well to keep 
abreast with developments in elementary particle theory in 
the hope that a similar cross fertilization of ideas such 
as the hydrogen atom and hadron 0(4, 2) model of Barut and 
co-workers may occur again. 
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APPENDIX I 
SOME COMBINATORIAL IDENTITIES 





= I: ea-b) � �a-c) !(a-b-s)! a-c-s !(b+ c-a+ s)!s!s 
if x and y are positive ; 
(b ) ( 1 )
s (a-s) ! I: - s!(b-s)!(c-s)!
= 
I 
(-1 )c ...._ .......... ______• 
s 
if y is negative and b > a >  c ) O ;
or 




= (-1 ) s �a-c) ! (s-a
+ b-1) !  I: (b-a-1 ! s!(a-c-s)!(b-a+c+ s)!s 
if x is negative. 
I . 
= 




by ( a ) 
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-�---�----· L -r-:-----"""'""'...,.-,:-------.--,....,...�--.--. ........ ---.--..--.-b+c+ e-a+ s . s 
also by ( a) . 
Equivalently 
( a+s ) ! L (b+s)!(c+s)!(d-s)!(e-s)!s!s 
= 
(a-b ) � (a-c ) � (d+e+c-t) ! 





L ( -1 ) s (a-&) ! (b-








by (b ) . 
. 
III . L (a-t ) ! 
t (b-t)!(c-t)!(d-t)!(e+t)!t!
�a-c) ! ! (d+e ! (b-a-1) ! Ls 
a-b negative




(a-c) !(a-d) ! b !  
e! 
(e+d-b-1 -t� ! 
; (e+d-t)!(c-d+t)!(d-b- -t)!(a-c-t)! 
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